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Abstract 

This thesis examines the cybersecurity incident response problem using a so-
cio-technical approach. The motivation of this work is the need to bridge the 
knowledge and practise gap that exists because of the increasing complexity 
of cybersecurity threats and our limited capability of applying cybersecurity 
controls necessary to adequately respond to these threats. Throughout this the-
sis, knowledge from Systems Theory, Soft Systems Methodology and Socio-
Technical Systems is applied to examine and document the socio-technical 
properties of cybersecurity incident response process. The holistic modelling 
of cybersecurity incident response process developed concepts and methods 
tested to improve the socio-technical security controls and minimise the exist-
ing gap in security controls. 
 
The scientific enquiry of this thesis is based on pragmatism as the underpin-
ning research philosophy.  The thesis uses a design science research approach 
and embeds multiple research methods to develop five artefacts (concept, 
model, method, framework and instantiation) outlined in nine peer-reviewed 
publications. The instantiated artefact embraces the knowledge developed 
during this research to provide a prototype for a socio-technical security in-
formation and event management system (ST-SIEM) integrated with an open 
source SIEM tool. The artefact relevance was validated through a panel of 
cybersecurity experts using a Delphi method. The Delphi method indicated 
the artefact can improve the efficacy of handling cybersecurity incidents.    
 
Keywords: Cybersecurity incident response, SIEM, cybersecurity warning 
systems, socio-technical approach, organisation security culture. 



Sammanfattning 

Säkerheten i dagens informationssystem och infrastrukturer utsätts kontinu-
erligt för komplexa och omfattande hot. Existerande och nödvändiga 
strukturer att upptäcka och hantera därvid uppkomna incidenter är ytterligt 
ofullständiga. Föreliggande forskningsarbete söker överbrygga denna kun-
skapsbrist genom att undersöka cybersäkerhetsrelaterade incidenthantering-
sproblem utifrån socio-tekniska perspektiv. Med utgångspunkt i systemteor-
ier, speciellt Systems Theory, Soft Systems Mehodology och Socio-Technical 
Systems, kan socio-tekniska egenskaper hos problemkomplexet cybersäker-
hetsrelaterad incidenthantering klargöras, en större helhetssyn uppnås och un-
derlag för socio-teknisk modellering av området skapas. 
  
Forskningens vetenskapliga utgångspunkt är pragmatism där Design Science 
Research Methodology, DSRM, genomgående används för att specificera och 
utveckla fem artefakter; begrepp, model, metod, ramverk och instantiering; 
och vars realisering i en prototyp är ett socio-tekniskt säkerhetsinformations- 
och händelse hanteringssystem, (socio-technical security infromation and 
event management system) ST-SIEM. Inom avhandlingsarbetet har nio veten-
skapliga peer-reviewade artiklar publicerats. ST-SIEM systemet är validierat 
genom Delphi metod och indikerar att införande av socio-tekniska kontroller 
av cybersäkerhetsrelaterade incidenter kan förbättra upptäkt och hanteringen 
av sådana incidenter väsentligt. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Information Systems Security Situation 
Information systems have become an integral part of modern societies. A con-
temporary definition of information systems by Piccoli & Pigni (2018), de-
scribes information systems as formal, organisational, and  socio-technical 
systems composed of people, structures, technology and processes designed 
to collect, process, store and distribute information. The increasing depend-
ency on information systems is self-evident and continuously creates new op-
portunities and increasing security challenges. Information systems support 
governments, democracies, warfare, economy, healthcare, education and in-
dividuals to conduct their essential duties. It is not unexpected then that infor-
mation systems security has become a top priority and concern for stakehold-
ers responsible for the protection and prosperity of these populations.      
 
Today, the increasing volume and complexity of cybersecurity attacks makes 
it both imperative and challenging for security practitioners to combine every 
possible effort to defend their managed information systems infrastructure. 
Security research reports from industry continuously report on evolving— 
sometimes unheard of—social and technical techniques that enable security 
attacks to keep attackers from defenders, often with faster paced control capa-
bilities. According to the Kaspersky report (2018), the average financial im-
pact of a data breach (at a global level) stands at $1.23 million for enterprises, 
and $120,000 for small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs)1 (Kaspersky, 
2018). This financial cost has increased by over a fifth since 2017, for both 
enterprises and SMBs. On top of financial losses, there are immeasurable 
damages related to vendor reputation, loss of business, and most importantly, 
a loss of user trust. 
 
Examining the defenders’ landscape, research and practice reports have found 
that security capabilities cannot rely on technology alone, without taking into 
account the inevitable role of humans and other non-technical measures within 

                                                   
1 SMBs or SMEs (Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises) are defined in the European Commis-
sion recommendation 2003/361/EC as enterprises that hire less than 250 employees with annual 
turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million and/or annual balance sheet not exceeding EUR 43 
million.   
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the process. Findings from assessing the security incidents during 2017 un-
covered that only 26% of investigated security incidents could have been re-
solved if relying only on technology (Cisco, 2018). The remaining 74% of 
investigated incidents required a holistic approach, taking technology, people 
and policies into account. Humans (as attackers or defenders) are able to de-
termine the opportunity to gain and the risk to lose. Apparently, humans have 
become the focal point in the cybersecurity battle.  

1.2 Research Problem Area and Motivation 
Protecting information systems requires organisations to respond efficiently 
to security incidents. When looking closer at the current situation in cyberse-
curity incident response, it would appear information systems owners are 
caught in the crossfire. On one side, offences, include evolving attacks and 
techniques to evade and breakthrough existing security controls and commit 
security breaches for unlimited purposes. Security breaches can take 
months—or even years—to discover, and are frequently reported by external 
parties such as law enforcement agencies, or published by the breach perpe-
trators themselves (Creasy, 2013; Verizon, 2018). On the other side, security 
practitioners are struggling with the increasing volume and ambiguity of se-
curity information they continuously receive from several multiple security 
tools and managed security service providers (ENISA, 2015). Stress and re-
source fatigue are common symptoms within cybersecurity incident response 
teams. The findings from security incidents during 2017 revealed that 44% of 
received security alerts have not been investigated by security analysts. More-
over, among the investigated alerts, only 34% were found to be legitimate of 
which only approximately 50% were remediated.  
 
Recently, automation and artificial intelligence (AI) have been proposed by 
security vendors as the silver bullet that is going to solve pressing problems 
in cybersecurity incident response. However, whilst there are clear benefits in 
deploying AI for security intelligence to streamline processes, and reduce 
complexity and human errors (Sieber, 2015), domain experts understand that 
technology can only automate and control only what can be predicted (Crosby, 
2015; Schneier, 2017). The current uncertainty level in cybersecurity and the 
fact that in cybersecurity the battle is ‘always up against some of the most 
devious minds, people who already know very well how machines and ma-
chine learning works and how to circumvent their capabilities’ (Dickson, 
2016), requires a holistic approach, which brings together technology, people, 
methods and policies. This holistic approach is based on the socio-technical 
understanding of information systems security and cybersecurity incident re-
sponse. 
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This thesis tackles the cybersecurity incident response problem using a socio-
technical approach. The motivation for this work is to bridge the gap that ex-
ists due to the increasing complexity of cybersecurity threats and the limited 
capability of existing cybersecurity controls necessary for an adequate re-
sponse. Figure 1 depicts, heuristically, the cybersecurity social and technical 
controls as presented in the previous work of  Kowalski (1994) based on the 
original work of Neumann & Parker (1989). The gap between the technical 
controls curve and the abuse opportunities curve aligns with the findings from 
the 2017 assessment report, as only 26% of investigated security incidents 
could have been prevented by technical controls alone. The structure of the 
abuse opportunities curve is hypothetical, and reflects the volume of possible 
abuse attempts—taking into account the unprecedently increasing rate of tech-
nology advancement and adoption by societies. Moreover, as societies be-
come increasingly becoming dependent on technology, there are increasing 
abuse opportunities influenced by the economy, politics, warfare, and many 
other contexts. 
 
The limitations of depending on technical security controls can be augmented 
by incorporating social security controls that recognise the essential role of 
human factors in the design of overall security controls. The socio-technical 
security controls area in Figure 1 is hypothetical, and represents an area of 
interest for improving the complexity of overall security controls. This com-
plexity should continue to reduce or control the insecurity gap created due to 
the increasing technical capabilities and abuse opportunities.           
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Throughout this thesis, the socio-technical properties of cybersecurity incident 
response are examined and documented. Using a design science research 
(DSR) approach, different artefacts were developed to support the process. 
The research was concluded by developing an information systems (IS) arte-
fact that demonstrates a socio-technical security information and event man-
agement system with the objective of improving the efficacy of handling cy-
bersecurity incidents.      
 
The research inquiry in this thesis is pragmatic and based on a holistic inter-
disciplinary approach. Knowledge from systems thinking discipline was ap-
plied to strengthen the complexity of security controls throughout the incident 
response lifecycle. During this endeavour, the research tackled the socio-tech-
nical properties of security vulnerabilities, risks, threats and countermeasures. 
Figure 2 depicts the relationship between these security concepts according to 
ISO/IEC 15408 showing this research influence area. 

Figure 1. Complexity of cybersecurity controls compared to abuse opportunities  
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Figure 2. Socio-technical security concepts and research influence area based on 

ISO/IEC 15408 

   
The incident response lifecycle phases in Figure 3 are adopted from the world-
class industrial cybersecurity incident handling guidelines provided from the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In this thesis, the 
NIST SP 800-61 Rev. 2 (Cichonski et al., 2012) security incident handling 
principles and guidelines were favoured, as they have open access compared 
to ISO/IEC 27035:2016 (ISO/IEC 27035-1:2016, 2016) principles and guide-
lines. However, both guidelines focus on the same incident handling princi-
ples. The focus of the research inquiry was influenced by recommendations 
from the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security 
(ENISA). These recommendations are based on collaboration work with 
global and influential players in the cybersecurity incident response field, such  
as the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), the Forum of Incident Re-
sponse and Security Teams (FIRST), the Coordination Center of the Computer 
Emergency Response Team (CERT/CC) and a number of national European 
CERTs. Two recommendations from ENISA were taken into direct consider-
ation in this thesis: improving the context of actionable security information,  
and improving the practice of using security taxonomies.  
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To reduce the discussed research gap, the research inquiry in this thesis cov-
ered the following activities: 
 

• Explored the field of cybersecurity warning systems and identified 
existing practical limitations with actionable security information, 
mainly related to security metrics 

• Developed social security metric to model organisations’ security cul-
ture based on their risk appetite and security spending mental models  

• Examined the relationship between organisations’ business-IT align-
ment (structure) and their security spending mental models (culture)  

• Developed a new conceptual framework for socio-technical cyberse-
curity warning systems that adapts security warnings contexts based 
on constituent organisations security culture 

• Applied (Soft) Systems Methodology (SSM) as a new-of-its-kind 
technique to diagnose cybersecurity incidents and identify existing 
social and technical risks and missing social and technical security 
controls    

• Developed a new framework to identify social and technical security 
threats—toward software supply chain as an example 

• Explored the field of security information and event management 
(SIEM) systems and security taxonomies, and identified existing lim-
itations and recommended improvements based on ENISA reports    

• Developed a new prototype for a socio-technical SIEM (ST-SIEM) 
that incorporates two of ENISA recommendations to improve the con-
text of actionable security information and the practice of security tax-
onomies 

• Demonstrated the ST-SIEM artefact as an extension integrated with 
an open source SIEM tool 

Figure 3. Cybersecurity incident response process lifecycle (Cichonski et al., 2012) 
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1.3 Research Goal and Research Questions 
The security controls gap presented in Figure 1 represents the focus of the 
research inquiry in this thesis—how to improve the complexity of security 
controls using a socio-technical systems approach that provides better protec-
tion against cybersecurity abuse. Among the five main security controls cate-
gories depicted in Figure 5, the locus of this research inquiry is within the 
domain Respond. The scope of this thesis research, and the adopted research 
approach, strategy, and methods were designed to meet the following research 
goal:    
 
To optimise cybersecurity incident response using a socio-technical ap-
proach  
 
To meet this research goal, the following main research question has been 
developed:  
 
RQ: How can a systems-thinking approach be utilised to improve cybersecu-
rity incidents response practice?  

Socio-Technical 
SIEM

Improve Actionable Security 
Information Context

Measure and Manage Social Security Controls

Develop Social Security Metric

Figure 4. Thesis research utility range 
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To address the main research question, the research process is designed to 
answer the following five sub-research questions (SRQs): 
  
SRQ1: What are the existing practical limitations in cybersecurity warning 
systems?  
 
SRQ2: Can a social security metrics concept be applied to model and measure 
social security controls within organisations? 
 
SRQ3: How can social security metrics be applied to feature socio-technical 
cybersecurity warning systems?  
 
SRQ4: What is the feasibility of using a socio-technical systems approach to 
identify and manage social and technical cybersecurity threats and controls?   
 
SRQ5: How can the concept of socio-technical cybersecurity warning systems 
be realised to accommodate recommendations, based on a state-of-the-art re-
view of cybersecurity incident response practice?         
 
Through these five SRQs, this thesis investigates how to improve cybersecu-
rity incident response practice using a socio-technical approach. Cybersecu-
rity incident response is a comprehensive process that currently involves too 
many aspects, including internal and external stakeholders. Thus, the pre-
sented research question and SRQs (and their answers) focus on how to im-
prove cybersecurity incident detection and analysis, using a socio-technical 
systems approach. Several activities were performed in this research in re-
sponse to the five SRQs. The next section highlights the relationship between 
the research questions and published research papers. 

Deter Protect Detect Respond Recover

Research Locus 

Figure 5. Main categories of security controls 
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1.4 List of Included Publications 
This section presents the list of publications produced during the author’s PhD 
studies. A total of nine publications—including two journal articles and seven 
international conference proceedings—were produced. One of the articles is 
classified as Level 2 journal publication according to the Norwegian register 
for scientific journals, series, and publishers (NSD, 2018). Level 2 index is 
reserved for the most prestigious journals and publishers worldwide and can 
only be assigned to 20% at most of all publication channels within a particular 
discipline. The author contribution to these publications is also discussed at 
the end of this section. 
 

1. Research Paper 1 (RP 1) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2011). A Cultural Adaption Model 
for Global Cyber Security Warning Systems. In the 5th International 
Conference on Communications, Networking and Information Tech-
nology Dubai, UAE (pp. 16–18). 
 

2. Research Paper 2 (RP 2) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2012). Developing Social Metrics for 
Security Modeling the Security Culture of IT Workers Individuals 
(Case Study). In the 5th International Conference on Communications, 
Computers and Applications (MIC-CCA2012) (pp. 112–118). IEEE. 
 

3. Research Paper 3 (RP 3) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2012). ST(CS)2––Featuring Socio-
Technical Cyber Security Warning Systems. In 2012 International 
Conference on Cyber Security, Cyber Warfare and Digital Forensic 
(CyberSec) (pp. 312–316). IEEE. 
 

4. Research Paper 4 (RP 4) 
El Mekawy M., Al Sabbagh B., & Kowalski S. (2014). The Impact of 
Business-IT Alignment on Information Security Process. In Nah F.FH. 
(eds) International Conference on HCI in Business. HCIB 2014. Lec-
ture Notes in Computer Science, vol 8527. Springer, Cham. 
 

5. Research Paper 5 (RP 5) 
Al Sabbagh, B., Ameen, M., Wätterstam, T., & Kowalski, S. (2012). A 
Prototype for HI2Ping Information Security Culture and Awareness 
Training. In International Conference on e-Learning and e-Technolo-
gies in Education (ICEEE) (pp. 32–36). IEEE. 
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6. Research Paper 6 (RP 6) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2014). Security from A Systems 
Thinking Perspective––Applying Soft Systems Methodology to the 
Analysis of an Information Security Incident. In Proceedings of the 
58th Annual Meeting of the International Society for the Systems Sci-
ences (ISSS 2014) United States. 
 

7. Research Paper 7 (RP 7) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2015). A Socio-Technical Framework 
for Threat Modeling a Software Supply Chain. IEEE Security & Pri-
vacy, 13(4), 30–39. 
 

8. Research Paper 8 (RP 8) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2016). A Framework and Prototype 
for A Socio-Technical Security Information and Event Management 
System (ST-SIEM). In 2016 European Intelligence and Security Infor-
matics Conference (EISIC) (pp. 192–195). IEEE. 
 

9. Research Paper 9 (RP 9) 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2017). Socio-Technical SIEM (ST-
SIEM): Towards Bridging the Gap in Security Incident Response. In-
ternational Journal of Systems and Society (IJSS), 4(2), 8–21. 

 
Bilal Al Sabbagh is the main author of eight out of nine research papers. In 
research papers RP 2, RP 3, RP 4, RP 5, RP 6, RP 8, and RP 9, Bilal Al Sab-
bagh developed the research strategy, collected and analysed research data, 
and wrote the main body of research papers. In RP1, Bilal Al Sabbagh has 
built on and expanded the research led earlier by the paper co-author Stewart 
Kowalski. In RP 4, Bilal AlSabbagh worked side by side with the lead author 
in designing, conducting, analysing, and documenting the research results. In 
RP 7, Bilal Al Sabbagh has revised, validated and represented the results from 
a case study supervised by the paper co-author Stewart Kowalski. Table 1 pre-
sents the relation between the research papers, research outcomes, and re-
search questions.  
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Table 1. Research papers outcome in relation with the research questions 

Research Question Research Paper Outcome 

SRQ1: What are the ex-
isting practical limita-
tions in cybersecurity 
warning systems? 

 
RP 1 

 
 

RP 3 
 
 

 
Explored existing limita-
tions in cybersecurity 
warning systems through  
theoretical and practical re-
view.  
 
Reviewed the development 
of major global cybersecu-
rity warning systems. 
 
Identified the need for a so-
cio-technical approach to 
tackle the limitations in  
cybersecurity warning sys-
tems. 

SRQ2: Can a social  
security metrics concept 
be applied to model and 
measure social security 
controls within  
organisations? 

 
RP 2 

 
 

RP 4 
 
 

RP 5 
 
 

 
Developed social security 
metric proposed to model, 
measure and manage social 
security controls. 
 
Examined the usability of 
the developed security met-
ric by studying the impact 
of organisations business-
IT alignment (structure) on 
social security controls 
modelled using the pro-
posed metric. 
 
Communicated research re-
sults using hyper interac-
tive pedagogical platform, 
which supports experi-
mental learning model, to 
improve users awareness of 
the proposed social secu-
rity metric 
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SRQ3: How can social 
security metrics be  
applied to feature socio-
technical cybersecurity 
warning systems? 

RP 3 

 
Preliminary model for  
socio-technical coordina-
tion platform that features 
socio-technical cybersecu-
rity warning systems 

SRQ4: What is the feasi-
bility of using a socio-
technical systems  
approach to identify and 
manage social and  
technical cybersecurity 
threats and controls? 

 
RP 6 

 
 

RP 7 
 

 
Validated and demon-
strated, through case stud-
ies, the utility of socio-
technical systems approach 
to diagnose cybersecurity 
incident and identify social 
and technical risks and 
missing security controls.  
 
Modelled the social and 
technical threats toward a 
software supply chain.  

SRQ5: How can the con-
cept of socio-technical 
cybersecurity warning 
systems be realised to  
accommodate recom-
mendations, based on a 
state-of-the-art review of 
cybersecurity incident  
response practice? 

 
RP 8 

 
 

RP 9 
 

 
State-of-the-art review of 
cybersecurity incident re-
sponse practices that high-
lighted existing recommen-
dations to improve the 
practice.  
 
Developed a new prototype 
for a socio-technical SIEM 
(ST-SIEM) that takes into 
account ENISA  
recommendations to im-
prove the context of action-
able security information 
and the practice of security 
taxonomies. 
 
Demonstrated ST-SIEM 
artefact as an extension in-
tegrated with an open 
source SIEM tool. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 
This thesis consists of five chapters, with content for each described as fol-
lows:  
 
Chapter 1: 
This chapter introduces this thesis topic and background. The research prob-
lem area and motivation are introduced, and the research gap is identified. 
Accordingly, the research objective and main research question are presented. 
Then the SRQs and their relationship to the included publications are ex-
plained. 
 
Chapter 2: 
This chapter provides a comprehensive and necessary scientific background 
of the thesis research subject area. The theoretical and practical underlying 
topics are discussed. These topics include systems theory, SSM, theory of so-
cio-technical systems, soft versus hard socio-technical systems, cybersecurity 
incident response, holistic approach to cybersecurity incident response, SIEM 
evolution, and current state-of-the-art review.  
 
Chapter 3: 
This chapter presents the completed research process and methodologies ap-
plied during the scientific inquiry of this thesis. The underpinning research 
philosophy is described, including a brief account of the philosophy of socio-
technical systems. The chapter presents DSR as a pragmatic approach applied 
during this thesis. The five research processes are visualised and documented. 
The choice of research strategies is explained, including the data collection 
and analysis techniques. Finally, the ethical considerations of the research are 
discussed.  
 
Chapter 4: 
This chapter provides a summary of the publications included in this thesis 
and their contribution.  
 
Chapter 5:  
This chapter provides concluding remarks about this thesis research contribu-
tion, research limitations and recommended directions for future research.        
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Figure 6. Thesis structure 
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2 Scientific Background 

2.1 Introduction   
This chapter presents a review of the significant theoretical and practical 
building blocks, ranging from abstract to concrete, used within this thesis. One 
of the goals of this research is to connect theory and practice to improve cy-
bersecurity incident response process. The ‘keystone’ depicted in Figure 7 
represents the outcome from this endeavour—a socio–technical security in-
formation and event management (ST-SIEM) system. This unifies theory and 
practice to address identified limitations in cybersecurity incident-response 
practice.  
 

 
Figure 7. Thesis theoretical and practical building blocks        

 
When undertaken by organisations, a cybersecurity incident response process 
implies several activities are required at organisational, tactical, and opera-
tional levels. The parties involved in this process are both internal and external 
to the organisation, and the measures undertaken during an incident response 
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life cycle are both social and technical. The focus of this research inquiry is to 
determine how to improve cybersecurity incident handling using a socio-tech-
nical approach. The locus of this research, however, lies particularly within 
the realms of security incident detection and the use of analysis tools, with a 
particular interest in SIEM. 
 
Figure 8 presents the structure and order of topics covered in this chapter. 
Following this introduction, there is an account of the well-established sys-
tems theory and its power in modelling and understanding the socio-technical 
characteristics of information systems security. Among the different systemic 
methods, the focus lies more with soft systems methodology (SSM). This sys-
tems-thinking approach was established to address ill-structured problems 
where humans are not only part of the system’s problematic situation, but also 
part of the solution. The theory behind socio-technical systems is then dis-
cussed, and its perceived vital role for understanding the characteristics of in-
formation system security problems is elucidated. Subsequently, the theoreti-
cal underpinnings of soft and hard systems are considered, demonstrating the 
different approach used by each method to solve real-life problems.  
 
The chapter then moves on to discuss practice and current affairs in cyberse-
curity incident response, including well-known challenges facing domain 
practitioners. The discussed theory is applied as an approach to tackle these 
challenges using a systemic, holistic modelling of the cybersecurity incident-
response process. The approach conceptualises incident response as an open 
system, and highlights the relationships between the social and technical ele-
ments of the system. Given the importance of SIEM tools in incident handling 
(detection and analysis), an extended account of SIEM tools capabilities is 
provided together with a review of their evolution and industry state-of-the-
art. Moreover, an in-depth literature review of current research on SIEM tools 
is presented to highlight existing research themes in this domain. The findings 
from the review emphasise the original contribution of the ST-SIEM system 
developed during this research. The system is presented as a keystone, unify-
ing theory and practice to solve identified limitations in the cybersecurity in-
cident response process, which are currently not addressed in existing SIEMs. 
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Figure 8. Scientific background chapter structure 

2.2 Systems Theory 

In principle, we have the capability of organising the societies of the world to-
day to bring into existence well-developed plans for solving the problems of 
poverty, health, education, war, human freedom and the development of new 
resources ... If the human being has the capability of doing all of these things, 
why does he not do it? ... Or is there some deeper and more subtle reason why, 
despite our enormous technological capability, we are still in no position to 
solve the major problems of the world? If we look over the list of problems, one 
aspect of them becomes quite obvious: these problems are interconnected and 
overlapping. The solution of one clearly has a great deal to do with the solution 
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of another... Then why don't we do so? The answer is that we are not organised 
to do so (Churchman, 1968, pp. 3–4). 

 
Accordingly, the common definition of systems theory in the literature is the 
interdisciplinary study of systems and their organisation. The theory focuses 
on the scientific exploration of the adaptive ‘complex whole’ and its ‘emer-
gent properties’ instead of the customary investigation of its independent in-
dividual parts. Most literature appears to indicate the disciplinary origin of 
systems thinking emanating from the work of biologist Ludwig von Ber-
talanffy (1901–1972) and his popular general systems theory. However, the 
first variant of systems theory originates from the work of scientist and phi-
losopher Alexander A. Bogdanov (1873–1928) and his ‘tektology’ theory 
(Universal Organisation Science) (Mattessich, 1982). 
 
Essentially, Bogdanov’s tektology adopts an organisational perspective when 
approaching any phenomena. Further, to study any phenomena or system, the 
relationship between the system parts should be studied in addition to the re-
lationship between the system and its external environment. Moreover, tektol-
ogy does not restrict itself to a singular, specialised field or science. According 
to Bogdanov: ‘tektology embraces the subject matter of all the other sciences 
and of all the human experience giving rise to these sciences, but only from 
the aspect of method; that is, it is interested only in the modes of organisation 
of this subject matter’2 (cited in Gorelik, 1975) 
 
Contemporary general systems theory is based on Bertalanffy’s observations 
of biological phenomena and living organisms as open systems (Checkland, 
1997). This theory conceptualises these organisms as open entities exchanging 
energy, information, and materials with the environment, to which they con-
tinuously adapt. General systems theory applies these concepts equally when 
studying organised complexity from any field. Bertalanffy argued there was a 
need for different and more appropriate ways to think about biology, com-
pared with the methods and laws used in physics that deal with closed systems 
(Lilienfeld, 1975).  
 
Both Bogdanov and Bertalanffy presented the notion of open and closed sys-
tems. The essential difference between open and closed systems is that open 
systems exchange material with their environment (as is the case with living 
systems), while closed systems do not (as is the case with physical systems). 
Because this thesis deals with socio-technical systems, the focus is on open 

                                                   
2 Alexander Bogdanov, Tektologia: Vseobshchaya Organizatsionnaya Nauka (Tektology. The 
Universal Organizational Science) (Moscow, Izdatelstvo Z. I. Grschebina, 1922. p. 82) 
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systems. Open systems interact with their surrounding environment, maintain-
ing a steady state using feedback loops. The feedback loop is a critical com-
ponent of an open system, because it enables the system to maintain equilib-
rium and stability within its environment. The role of the feedback loop also 
depends on the classification of the controlled system. Figure 9 depicts an 
open system within its environment (including the feedback loop), describing 
and presenting the feedback loop in a more symbolic form.  
 
Control Theory (cybernetics) is an interdisciplinary science that studies con-
trol systems in depth, and was pioneered by the work of Norbert Wiener 
(Wiener, 1948) and William Ashby (Ashby, 1956). Between 1968 and 1975, 
second-order cybernetics (known as ‘cybernetics of cybernetics’ or ‘new cy-
bernetics’) was developed in recognition of observing systems (Glanville, 
2003). There have been recent discussions about the need for third-order cy-
bernetics (Kenny, 2009), and more recently, fourth-order cybernetics 
(Attainable Utopias, n.d.). 
 
Open system characteristics demonstrate the following properties 
(Schoderbek et al., 1985): 
 

• Objects or components that together enable the system to meet its 
objectives. The essential function of the system is to transform its 
input (I) into an output (O) through a process (P). System input can 
be an output from another system, or from the feedback loop of the 
system itself. The system output can either be used as an input for 
another system, or provide the feedback loop to control system per-
formance and existence within its environment.  

• Relationships—how system objects relate to each other.   
• Attributes—the properties of system objects and their relationships 

that delimit the system from its environment.  
• The environment surrounding the system. While the environment 

can control the system performance, the system has limited influ-
ence on its environment. The type of system (closed or open) de-
termines system interaction with the environment. A closed system 
does not interact with its environment, and does not receive any 
input or information. Conversely, an open system can interact with 
its environment, as it receives information from other systems. 
Open systems have dynamic characteristics, and can probably sur-
vive as their environment changes. 

• Wholeness is an abstract representation of the system components 
when they are linked together. However, system wholeness van-
ishes when it is broken up into its component parts or subsystems.                
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Russel Ackoff (a systems thinker and operations researcher) presented a prag-
matic approach toward systems thinking in his work. In his attempt to relate 
management science to general systems theory, Ackoff classified systems 
based on their goal-oriented behaviour. His classification conceptualises the 
evolution of systems into a hierarchy of system types, with divisions based on 
behaviour and outcome. Ackoff distinguished five types of systems: ‘state-
maintaining’, ‘goal-seeking’, ‘purposive’, ‘purposeful’, and ‘ideal-seeking’ 
(Mattessich, 1982). 
 
Another concept related to system hierarchy is presented in the work of C. 
West Churchman. To improve systems, Churchman investigated the relation-
ship and interdependencies between subsystems and their super-systems. 
Churchman based his view on system improvement on the need to understand 
the nature and goals of the whole system, to reconcile with any effort made to 
improve or solve problems observed in subsystems (Mattessich, 1982).   
  

 
Figure 9. An open system within its environment (Schoderbek et al., 1985) 

 
Herbert A. Simon elucidated a different and more positivistic approach to sys-
tems thinking. Simon’s work focused on how to develop a science of design—
the scientific basis for developing and testing artificial human-made systems 
(Mattessich, 1982). This approach is best summarised in his book The Sci-
ences of the Artificial, which is now in its third edition (Simon, 1996). The 
relationships between system components, system purpose, and system envi-
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ronment are also emphasised. The word ‘artificial’ is used here to denote sys-
tems that have a given form and behaviour as they adapt to their environment, 
based on the goal and purpose of the system. Simon characterises the artificial 
system as an interface between its inner and outer environment, where the 
‘outer environment determines the conditions for goal attainment’ (Simon, 
1996, p. 11). If the system’s inner environment is properly designed, then it 
will adapt to its outer environment. When the system reaches limitations in its 
adaptability, its inner environment becomes significant in determining its be-
haviour. 

2.3 Soft Systems Methodology 
Soft systems methodology (SSM) was developed during the 1960s, by 
Gwilym Jenkins and his team at Lancaster University. However, it was during 
the 1970s and 1980s that SSM became a well-established and recognised 
methodology, through the work of Peter Checkland (Veltman, 2006). This 
methodology emerged as the result of attempts to solve problems related to 
organisational management, using existing systems engineering approaches 
such as hard systems thinking methods. At that time, it became apparent that 
such an approach was more appropriate for solving well-defined technical 
problems where the system objectives were already known. In situations 
where the problem is ill-structured (or ill-defined), and human considerations 
(such as culture) are involved, the need for a better approach resulted in the 
development of SSM. While the hard system thinking approach perceives the 
world as systemic, the SSM systemic perception is based on the process of 
inquiring and exploring an observed complexity. This means dealing with an 
unstructured problem, then moving it to a structured one (Checkland, 1999). 
 
During its development, SSM has undergone a substantial evolution since its 
inception. However, the original ‘seven-stage’ version depicted in Figure 10 
(as published by Checkland in his book Systems Thinking, Systems Practice), 
is ‘rich enough’, ‘resilient’, and is still widely used and taught. In this version, 
the seven stages are categorised into two kinds of activities: the real world, 
and system thinking. Real world activities (comprised of stages 1, 2, 5, 6, and 
7) use non-systems thinking language and involve collecting and presenting 
information about the problem at hand. The problem solver (system thinker) 
then progresses to systems thinking activities (comprised of stages 3 and 4). 
This performs an analysis and unravels (then understands) existing complexi-
ties, which then returns to real-world activities to verify the findings and re-
quirements. 
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During this research, SSM methodology was operationalised as a support tool 
to diagnose a real case security incident. Findings from the literature survey 
indicate the importance (and need) for more collaboration between stakehold-
ers (in organisations) during an incident response and the lack of sufficient 
incident diagnostic tools. In addition to its ability to manage unstructured hu-
man-related situations and subjectivity associated with every human activity 
system, the most exciting feature of SSM is having two ‘streams’ of analysis: 
‘logic-driven’, and ‘culture-driven’ (Khisty, 1995). In a culture-driven analy-
sis, both the social and political contexts of the problem situation are exam-
ined. Both streams interact with and inform each other during the problem 
analysis. This feature is very relevant, given that the scope of the problem is 
to identify the socio-technical issues associated with the security incident, and 
to improve collaboration between stakeholders. 

 

 

Figure 10. Checkland’s seven-stage SSM Methodology 
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2.4 Theory of Socio-Technical Systems 
The history of socio-technical systems development begins in 1946, following 
the foundation of the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London at the 
end of Second World War. A group of therapists, researchers, and consultants 
wanted to apply wide-scale techniques and tools—initially developed to help 
war-damaged soldiers recover their psychological health—to improve work-
ing conditions, personal development, and job satisfaction of low-ranking 
workers (Mumford, 2006). The use of technology (which by their definition 
covered both machines and their associated working organisation) was con-
trolling the working habits of low-ranking workers. This was because they 
were spending most their time carrying out routine tasks without personal de-
velopment or a pleasant working environment. An example of such a situation 
is workers being forced to maintain repetitive movements at the same pace of 
work set by the moving belt in assembly lines within automobile assembly 
plants. The primary objective of the socio-technical approach was to give 
equal weighting to both technical (covering technology and its associated 
work structure) and social (covering grouping and controlling working indi-
viduals) factors during the socio-technical system design. This would improve 
the quality of working life.  
 
Over time, the objective of the socio-technical approach has been interpreted 
in different ways. However, during its history, the intention of using socio-
technical systems has always been to ensure that both the technical and social 
aspects of the system are given equal priority when designing any system. One 
important concept of a socio-technical system is the notion of ‘open systems’ 
discussed earlier in this chapter. A socio-technical system can be recognised 
as an open system, composed of both social and technical subsystems sur-
rounded by their environment, which affects the system behaviour. The rela-
tionships between social and technical systems and their surrounding environ-
ment should always be carefully considered when designing or analysing a 
socio-technical system.  
 
Socio-technical theory was initially developed to improve the quality of work-
ing life when workers interact with the technology used by organisational pro-
cesses. More recently, there have been efforts to apply the socio-technical sys-
tems concept to solving problems from interdisciplinary domains. Here, the 
developed system does not make its expected contribution without consider-
ing both the technical and social aspects of its functionality. This situation can 
result in suboptimal use of technology or organisational processes, because of 
a lack of compatibility between the technology in use and its users. In infor-
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mation systems security, the interdependency between social and technical as-
pects of the system is more demanding, due to the increased risk and conse-
quences of system failure. 
 
The socio-technical system depicted in Figure 11 models the dynamics of 
technology and social change that determine the (in)security level of a socio-
technical security system. In this model, Kowalski (1994) combined the con-
nection (or liaison) model of Leavitt (1964) with the model of technology and 
social change of Tägil (1977) into both social and technical subsystems. These 
are divided into culture and structure methods and machines. The ‘culture’ 
component of the system refers to the ‘collective and distributed values in ac-
tions’, while the ‘structure’ component refers to the ‘abstract authority sys-
tem’. The ‘methods’ in the technical subsystem refer to those methods applied 
to produce work using the existing ‘machines’. The existing arrows in the 
model indicate patterns of interchange between the system components. The 
model captures the socio-technical system as an open system that interchanges 
materials and information with its outer environment and within its subsys-
tems. This modelling implies that any change in one of the system components 
(or their environment) suggests changes to the other components, until the 
overall system reaches a state of equilibrium or stability. Hence, a secure so-
cio-technical system is under control when its components maintain balance 
within both the system and their external environment. Moreover, the system 
is considered insecure if it cannot maintain a state of balance after a disturb-
ance in any of the system components or their environment. 
 
The socio-technical system model is applied to four different levels: group-
individual, organisational, national, and international. The emergent property 
(or state) of the system at every level is affected by the system state at other 
levels. Systems at higher levels are part of the environment surrounding the 
inner/lower-level systems; therefore, they exchange state and information 
with each other. A practical example of such a relationship is how a cyberse-
curity incident response process is managed by the CERT team at two levels: 
national, and organisational. The methods used by the national CERT to dis-
seminate security advisories to an organisation CERT affect its response level, 
and accordingly its infrastructure ‘machine’ security posture. For example, in 
the case of critical infrastructure operators in banks, national laws can mandate 
a particular organisational structure when the chief security officer role must 
exist. These national laws are accepted methods, based on international or re-
gional treaties or standards.  
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During this research, socio-technical systems theory was applied as a concep-
tual framework in an effort to improve cybersecurity incident response prac-
tice. For instance, the framework was used to investigate the relationship be-
tween the security ‘culture’ of individual IT workers (based on the security 
spending mental model (SSMM)), and what security access control category 
‘methods’ they tend to invest in to secure their managed critical infrastructure 
‘machines’. This relationship was investigated by also considering the possi-
ble influence of a power hierarchy ‘structure’ when the security problem oc-
curs at national, organisational, and personal levels.  
 
The above relationship was leveraged to develop the concept of adaptive cy-
bersecurity warning systems. The risk factor of the disseminated warning is 
adapted, based on the SSMM ‘culture’ of every constituent entity. These 
warnings are then customised to emphasise the correct control methods that 
should be implemented, to mitigate the associated risk. This concept was 
adopted later in the ST-SIEM prototype.      
 
Socio-technical systems theory was also applied to investigate the influence 
of using different learning techniques (methods) on developing the security 
awareness of an individual—security ‘culture’. Another case study applied 
socio-technical systems theory as a conceptual model for a software supply 
chain, to identify the social and technical threats and potential risks emerging 
from contradictions in the socio-technical system components of involved 

Figure 11. A model of technology and social 
interchange in a socio-technical system 
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suppliers. Business-IT alignment within organisations is influenced by the or-
ganisation culture and structure. The impact of this alignment on information 
systems security processes was also investigated, to understand how it influ-
enced security control methods used to secure organisation infrastructures. 

2.5 Soft vs Hard Socio-Technical Systems 
This section presents a brief account of the difference between soft and hard 
socio-technical systems, the principles of each methodology, and the interpre-
tation methods they use to solve real-world problems. The work of Jackson 
(1991) provides an excellent source, adopting a contemporary systems think-
ing approach to reveal the theoretical assumptions implied by the different 
systems methodologies. Systems methodologies can be classified on the basis 
of the assumption they make about systems and participants. In Jackson’s 
work, these theoretical assumptions were first associated with a map of soci-
ological paradigms originally developed by Burrell and Morgan (1979) to re-
late organisational theories to a wider sociological context. The four sociolog-
ical paradigms are established based on two dimensions: the assumptions 
these theories make about the nature of social science (objective or subjec-
tive), and the nature of society (emphasising regulation or radical change). 
When these two dimensions are combined, a matrix of four sociological par-
adigms is produced (and founded upon) mutually exclusive views of the social 
world, as indicated in Figure 12. These paradigms are labelled as functionalist, 
interpretive, radical structuralist, and radical humanist.  
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In his argument, (Jackson, 1991, p. 91) states ‘systems methodologies are in-
evitably built upon assumptions about the nature of systems thinking (or social 
science) and social systems (or society)’. Systems viewed through the func-
tionalist paradigm are hard, easy to identify independently from their observer 
once the regularities in the relationship between the subsystems and the whole 
are captured. In these systems, humans possess the same importance for sys-
tem problems as other components. Conversely, systems viewed from the in-
terpretive paradigm are soft, cannot be identified or understood without the 
system analyst first understanding the points of view and intentions of the hu-
mans who actually constructed the system. Systems viewed from the radical 
structuralist paradigm are hard, and have an external existence to the system 
analyst. Here, considering human intentions is perceived as not necessary. The 
focus of a system analyst is to understand radical system changes, by under-
standing the contradictions and conflicts between the different groups within 
the system. Systems viewed from the radical humanist paradigm are the crea-
tive constructions of human beings. To understand the system, the system an-
alyst has to understand the intentions of the humans who constructed the sys-
tem by involving them in system activities. 
 
The sociological paradigms as presented by Burrell and Morgan (1979)—
despite being a cornerstone model used to examine the theoretical foundation 
of systems methodology—have their own limitations in the way ideas are car-
ried over to an execution level accepted by management scientists. Another 
framework, the ‘system of systems methodologies’ developed by Jackson and 

Figure 12. Burrell and Morgan's four paradigms for the analysis of 
social theory (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 22) 
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Keys (1984)—which was further improved to its latest version presented by 
Jackson  (1991)—offers a more compatible alternative for the needs of man-
agement science. The new framework acknowledges and relates the different 
system methodologies to each other, based on their assumptions about the 
given problem, situation, or context. The framework classifies systems based 
on two factors.  
 
The first factor determines the system type using a continuum, starting from 
their simplest form, where systems exhibit basic (possibly static) behaviour 
and few interactions between their components. Systems at the end of the con-
tinuum are very complex, having many highly interrelated elements. These 
systems are probabilistic, subject to behavioural influences, and can evolve 
over time. The mechanical and systemic terminologies used in this continuum 
emanate from Ackoff (1974) terminology as a reference to the context of the 
problem being considered. The mechanical problem context contains rela-
tively simple systems from the machine age, whereas the systemic problem 
context contains very complex systems from the systems age.   
 
The second factor describes the problem context by determining the nature of 
the relationship between the participants associated with the problem situa-
tion. If participants associated with the problem context are generally in com-
mon agreement about the objective, and share the same values and interests, 
then the problem context is ‘unitary’. However, if participants are not in com-
mon agreement (or have diverse values or objectives), a compromise is still 
possible, because there is no fundamental disagreement in interests and the 
problem context is ‘pluralist’. If there is no common (or little) agreement or 
interest between participants, and only practicing power or domination be-
tween participants can achieve consensus, then the problem context is ‘coer-
cive’. When the classification of systems above is combined with these types 
of participants, a six-celled matrix is produced, as indicated in Figure 13. Here, 
each cell represents a problem context: mechanical-unitary, systemic-unitary, 
mechanical-pluralist, systemic-pluralist, mechanical-coercive, and systemic-
coercive. 
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Because there are six types of problem context, this implies (ideally) the use 
of six different problem-solving methodologies. The framework relates exist-
ing systems-based, problem-solving methodologies to these different problem 
contexts as depicted in Figure 14. In his framework, Jackson (1991, p. 30) 
argues that hard systems thinking (as in classical operations research, systems 
analysis, and systems engineering methods):  

assumes the problems are set in mechanical-unitary context… Hard methodol-
ogies take it as given that it is relatively easy to establish clear objectives for 
the system in which the problem resides–so the context must be unitary. Then 
they try to represent that system in a quantitative model that stimulates its per-
formance under different operational conditions–some-thing only possible if 
the system is simple and the context is mechanical.  

 
The system objectives can be expressed in quantitative terms, allowing the 
development of mathematical models used to predict the system response 
when changes are applied to its environment (Kirk, 1995). However, this as-
sumes the system objectives are very well defined before applying the analysis 
method. Moreover, setting clear objectives beforehand is not always realisti-
cally possible, particularly when defining objectives is part of the problem 
situation, due to the presence of different opinions caused by diverse values, 
views, and interests. This is because hard methods do not pay particularly at-
tention to the soft elements of the problem—people—which are treated like 
any other part of the system.    

Figure 13. Jackson's extended version of problem contexts 
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Soft system methods are appropriate for problems in a pluralist context with 
ill-structured and chaotic situations. They address the limitations of hard sys-
tem methods in their inability to deal with the subjectivity of people and their 
diverse values, interests, and opinions. The system of systems methodologies 
framework distinguishes two types of soft methods: those of ‘social systems 
design’ (Churchman, 1979) and ‘strategic assumption surfacing and testing’ 
(Mason & Mitroff, 1981), which tackle problems in mechanical-pluralist con-
texts, and ‘social systems sciences (S3)’ (Ackoff, 1981) and ‘soft systems 
methodology (SSM)’ (Checkland, 1981), which tackle problems in systemic-
pluralist contexts. Contrary to hard methods, soft methods are not concerned 
with the precise objectives of the system, as there can be no single solution for 
the problem. Soft methods are qualitative and subjective, and tend to deal with 
all participants involved in the problem to produce an acceptable solution 
(Kirk, 1995). While the framework relates the four systems methodologies of 
hard, soft, organisational cybernetics, and emancipatory systems thinking, the 
focus in this section is mainly on differences between the hard and soft system 
methods. Cybernetics methodologies are suitable for tackling systemic-uni-
tary problems context, whereas emancipatory systems methods (using the crit-
ical system thinking found in Ulrich (1983) are appropriate for solving prob-
lems in coercive contexts. 

Figure 14. Jackson’s preliminary classification of systems approaches 
according to the assumptions they make about problem contexts 
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2.6 Cybersecurity Incident Response 
Cybersecurity incident response is a continuous process undertaken by organ-
isations. Incident response is concerned with preparedness, detection, contain-
ment, investigation, recovery, and learning pertaining to security incidents 
(Cichonski et al., 2012). Establishing incident response capability is important 
for organisations, because it ensures they can respond quickly and systemati-
cally to security incidents. Without an effective incident response capability, 
organisations can risk their entire business. Security breaches can compromise 
the business of an organisation, especially when they fail to comply with ex-
isting laws and regulations. According to the Kaspersky lab report (2018), the 
average financial impact of a data breach at a global level stands at $1.23 mil-
lion for enterprises, and $120,000 for small and medium-sized businesses 
(SMBs) (Kaspersky, 2018). This financial cost has increased by over a fifth 
since 2017, for both enterprises and SMBs.  
 
Establishing cybersecurity incident-response capability is a major endeavour. 
Moreover, a mature incident response capability involves communicating 
with internal and external parties; creating incident response policies, plans, 
and procedures; defining and fulfilling incident response team structure and 
roles; and (most importantly) deploying the right supporting tools and ser-
vices. Monitoring and measuring the maturity of an incident response process 
is important for its success. Additionally, a successful incident response pro-
cess relies on qualitative and quantitative key performance indicators (KPIs), 
which are defined and periodically measured. Defined KPIs should be subjec-
tively based on the business nature and priorities of each organisation. Some 
of the common KPIs defined in incident response plans are as follows: 

 
• Time taken to detect, report, and investigate a security incident 
• Number of false positives  
• Nature of security incidents 

 
Today, to provide security incident-response functionality, organisations typ-
ically rely on either internal or external security-incident response organisa-
tions called computer security incident response teams (CSIRTs)3. These or-
ganisations function under different categories, depending on their scope and 
the constituents they support (West-Brown et al., 2003). To mount an effective 
security incident response, CSIRTs need to provide timely and reliable infor-
mation about existing security threats and incidents. Timely incident response 
is a critical requirement for enabling organisations to respond quickly to po-
tential threats. Reliable information is required to ensure the organisation staff 

                                                   
3 This thesis deals with CSIRT and CERT as general interchangeable terms 
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remain focused on the existing threat risk, and avoid to confusion and distrac-
tion.  
 
For establishing detection and analysis capabilities against threats and target-
ing attacks, the CSIRT utilises a variety of tools and sources to collect, pre-
pare, process, enrich, and disseminate actionable security information in a hu-
man-friendly format. Currently, the SIEM system is one of the most important 
tools utilised by CSIRTs for gathering early warning intelligence (Muynck & 
Portesi, 2016). Moreover, SIEMs are used to automate the analysis of col-
lected security information. They also help in aggregating and normalising 
security events, correlating them with information received from different 
sources.  
 
However, despite the availability of these tools and the technology to facilitate 
an incident response process, empirical studies on different CSIRT constitu-
ents confirm that security staff within organisations are suffering from an 
overwhelming amount of actionable security information (ENISA, 2015). 
This situation adds to the existing challenges that security organisations have 
to manage. Referring to challenges in incident response, the latest findings 
from the Data Breach Investigations Report (Verizon, 2016) indicate that hu-
man factors are the most challenging to organisational security. Further, hu-
mans have reportedly been the weakest link across the various reported secu-
rity breaches. On the one hand, human errors and insecure practices (such as 
responding to phishing emails with malicious attachments) caused by organi-
sation staff are helping attackers to commit security breaches. On the other 
hand, IT staff at these organisations are struggling to detect and respond to a 
notable amount of security breaches. The Verizon reported data are based on 
64,199 security incidents and 2,260 confirmed security breaches collected 
from 82 countries. The report defines a security incident as an event that com-
promises the security of an information asset (harming its confidentiality, in-
tegrity, and availability). Meanwhile, a security breach is defined as the dis-
closure of data to an unauthorised party. 
 
The report data indicated that the time required by attackers to breach their 
targets, and the time organisations take to discover security incidents, has con-
tinued to decrease over the years. However, the salient point is that attackers 
are still one-step ahead, as organisations are taking more time to discover se-
curity incidents than the time taken by attackers to commit breaches. Alarm-
ingly, less than 20% of security breaches were discovered internally by the IT 
staff themselves. The remaining breaches were reported by either law enforce-
ment authorities, fraud detection agencies, or third parties. One lesson learned 
from these facts is that security incident response at organisations still requires 
improvement. 
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One of the objectives of this research is to improve the efficiency of incident 
detection and analysis. This is achieved by providing better contexts for ac-
tionable security information received by security analysts. This in turn is ex-
pected to provide better KPI values for an undertaken cybersecurity incident 
response process.  

2.7 Holistic Approach to Cybersecurity Incident 
Response 

 

Modern technology and society have become so complex that the traditional 
branches of technology are no longer sufficient; approaches of a holistic or sys-
tems, and generalist and interdisciplinary, nature became necessary (Von Ber-
talanffy, 1972, p. 420). 

 
The increasing complexity of cybersecurity incident response has become 
self-evident. The power of using systems theory in tackling such complexity 
comes from its holistic approach that considers the emergent property of the 
social, technical, internal, and external elements of the process and their inter-
relationships. This systemic view facilitates the conceptualisation of the com-
bined effect these elements create in determining the maturity of the process 
and consequences, when any of these elements is either missing or malfunc-
tioning. An incident response expert who is well equipped with this concept 
(one who can see the whole picture), can diagnose a bad incident response 
process more effectively and identify what measures or changes should be 
applied.  
 
At an abstract level, the cybersecurity incident response process undertaken 
within an organisation is illustrated as an open system (Figure 15) that strives 
to sustain within its intra and extra-organisation environment (Figure 16). The 
intra-organisation environment comprises all these elements within the served 
entity, with direct or indirect influence on the state of the incident response 
process. For example, the alignment level between business and IT plays a 
significant role in creating a focused incident response process that under-
stands business risks and priorities. Further, it ensures that necessary support 
and budgets are allocated to hire and acquire resources needed to implement 
an effective incident response process. The extra-organisation environment 
comprises elements that (despite being external to the organisation) have an 
influence on the state of the incident response process. Cyberspace has a major 
external influence on any incident response process, because it continuously 
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brings challenging cyber threats and incidents with unknown impacts and 
timelines. Other external elements include the following: law enforcement, 
security vendors, CERTs, warning systems, hardware and software vendors, 
service providers, media, competitors, economy, and political climate. Influ-
ence from the environment, illustrated as an input to the system, plays a sig-
nificant role in the stability (maturity) of the incident response process. The 
degree of system stability is reflected as an output, which determines the se-
curity stance of the organisation and its capability to respond to cybersecurity 
threats and incidents. This in turn enables the organisation to meet its business 
objectives. The system extra-organisation environment is also influenced by 
the system output; for instance, when the CERT receives information from the 
incident response team about a new kind of security incident, or when the 
economy is empowered due to an effective incident response within critical 
infrastructure operators. Cyberspace security is also improved when parties 
responsibly handle security incidents, preventing them from spreading further 
into cyberspace.  
 
The experience from the incident response system is presented as a feedback 
loop to continuously improve or maintain the secure state of the incident re-
sponse system. The cybersecurity incident response life cycle model (depicted 
in Figure 15) is taken from the Computer Security Incident Handling Guide 
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Cichonski et 
al., 2012).  
 

 

Figure 15. Cybersecurity incident response as an open system 
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The research in this thesis addresses a number of well-known practical issues 
across the cybersecurity incident response process. Using the holistic socio-
technical approach, the research tackles elements pertaining to cybersecurity 
incident response process activities and their environment. Within the prepa-
ration phase of incident response, a socio-technical framework for threat mod-
elling a software supply chain is proposed and applied. The framework sup-
ports incident response teams in conceptualising the possible risks (external 
to the system) when procuring tools from external software vendors. Accord-
ing to the NIST Computer Security Incident Handling Guide, conducting risk 
assessments and user awareness training are major practices required when 
preparing for cybersecurity incident response. Moreover, to improve users 
awareness while preparing for a cybersecurity incident response process, this 
research develops a security training and awareness platform designed to de-
liver pedagogical content that considers the different learning styles of plat-
form users.  
 
The organisation security culture is part of the system environment, and plays 
a significant role in establishing incident response capability. This research 
enquires into this role and operationalises social security metrics to model the 
risk and security spending appetites of IT workers from different organisa-

Figure 16. Cybersecurity incident response system within its environment 
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tions. These appetites play a considerable role when individuals make deci-
sions about to which security controls they distribute allocated security budg-
ets. Such security-spending mental models are important considerations 
throughout the incident response process lifecycle: during the preparation 
phase (when access controls should be set up to limit the number of security 
incidents), during incident detection and analysis (to ensure the right tools are 
deployed), and during incident containment, eradication, and recovery (when 
a security incident is handled).   
 
This research investigates the impact of business-IT alignment maturity level 
on information systems security processes within a number of organisations. 
The relationship between the adopted business-IT alignment model elements 
and SSMMs is uncovered, because business-IT alignment has an important 
effect on risk-escalation maturity levels across the organisational tiers: opera-
tional, tactical, and organisational. Accordingly, it is important that this im-
pact should be considered, especially during the incident detection and anal-
ysis, and containment, eradication, and recovery phases. This is because ac-
tions taken within both phases are driven by the organisation understanding 
the risks associated with security threats and incidents.   
 
To improve the practice of incident response detection and analysis, this re-
search tackles the problem of security warning systems, and the limited ge-
neric criteria used to associate risk levels to disseminated warnings. This sit-
uation creates a disturbance to the incident response system state, because se-
curity analysts must continuously handle a large volume of security warnings 
lacking actionable context. However, this actionable information is not con-
sidered equal for every recipient; because every constituent organisation has 
its own security capabilities and established risk management practices. This 
limitation was also discussed in an ENISA report calling for better practices 
to exchange actionable security information (ENISA, 2015). Accordingly, this 
research responds to this call, and proposes a socio-technical coordination sys-
tem as an improved model. The security waring risk level is adapted on the 
basis of each constituent organisation’s security culture—the SSMM. This 
concept is further developed to implement a first-of-its-kind prototype termed 
ST-SIEM. In practice, the SIEM is an essential security tool used for incident 
detection and analysis, correlating security events from multiple sources, and 
generating security warnings if the sequence of events matches preconfigured 
criteria. An ST-SIEM deploys several concepts (dealt with by this research) 
to improve the context of these security warnings. The improved context takes 
into consideration an organisation SSMM, risk escalation maturity level, and 
the business background of the organisation. Moreover, the ST-SIEM works 
on improving the practice of using taxonomies based on the recommendations 
of the ENISA report ‘A good practice guide of using taxonomies in incident 
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prevention and detection’ (ENISA, 2017). The tool incorporates a list of social 
taxonomies with associated impact factors, depending on the organisation 
business background. A cybersecurity incident response team can use these 
taxonomies for prioritising, reporting, and escalating security warnings. By 
keeping the incident response team focused, the decisions taken for incident 
containment, eradication, and recovery are more likely to improve.        
 
To deal with the complexity of possible security incidents, this research ap-
plies SSM as a tool to diagnose a real case security incident. The security at-
tack and security controls are modelled as human activity systems to under-
stand the unstructured situation; thus, uncovering under what circumstances a 
security breach might be successfully committed, and what social and tech-
nical controls are either missing or circumvented. This new systemic approach 
is used during post-incident activities of the incident response process. The 
outcome of this analysis defines a list of controls to be (re)considered during 
the preparation phase of the recurring incident response process.   

2.8 SIEM Evolution and Current State-of-the-Art 
To highlight the contribution of ST-SIEM, it is initially important to provide 
a summary review of current SIEM tool capabilities. Therefore, this section 
provides an overview of SIEM tool evolution, followed by an in-depth litera-
ture review to outline the current state-of-the-art of SIEM tool features and 
capabilities, in both the market and in research. The literature review is con-
ducted taking into consideration part of the guidelines of Okoli & Schabram 
(2010). These guidelines comprise eight principles, designed to ensure litera-
ture reviews are scientifically rigorous, broad, and reproducible. The authors 
of the guidelines pragmatically distinguish the differences in essential rigour 
levels that should be considered while conducting the review (depending on 
its scope). A stand-alone literature review project should cover the eight prin-
ciples thoroughly to fulfil the systematic review criteria. For literature reviews 
serving a theoretical background or doctoral dissertation, the guidelines en-
courage adopting as many of the eight principles as possible. Before com-
mencing with the review, the following is a list of the eight principles a sys-
tematic literature review should adequately consider. 
   

• Purpose of the literature review  
• Review protocol and awareness among multiple reviewers  
• Criteria used for searching literature 
• Screening literature for inclusion or exclusion 
• Quality appraisal 
• Systematic data extraction 
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• Synthesis of studies and analysis  
• Writing the review 

 
From this list, the in-depth review will focus more on considering the purpose 
of the literature review, criteria used for searching literature, screening litera-
ture for inclusion or exclusion, quality appraisal, synthesis of studies and anal-
ysis, and writing the review. 
 
SIEM tools were originally created for log management and compliance re-
quirements (RSA, 2017). Subsequently, organisations started using these log-
centric tools as a platform for investigating and detecting security attacks. At 
the time, the intelligence of these tools relied on highlighting significant logs 
from different sources—thereby allowing security analysts to connect the dots 
between logs received from those different sources. However, according to 
the data breach investigations report (Verizon, 2014), the limitation of this 
technology became clear, as almost 99% of successful attacks were reported 
by external parties and not detected by any logs. Indeed, this is because logs 
alone are not smart enough to determine if an attack was successful. Logs, by 
themselves, do not provide enough context about what threat an organisation’s 
business is facing (AlienVault, 2014). Moreover, loggers (as currently de-
signed) cannot detect attack symptomology such as anomalies and suspect ac-
tivities. 

 
As organisation infrastructures and security controls continue to increase, the 
volume of events and logs generated from this infrastructure significantly in-
creases to levels beyond the capability of any security analyst team to digest. 
Accordingly, SIEMs have evolved to feature a powerful capability called ‘cor-
relation’. Correlation is the process of comparing and matching events from 
different infrastructure components to identify patterns of behaviour invisible 
to individual devices. Using correlation directives, security teams can config-
ure use cases simulating threats against an organisation or business, and auto-
matically detect malicious activities of which they should be aware. Moreo-
ver, SIEMs today feature the cross-correlational capability of comparing se-
curity events with aspects including captured packets, vulnerability data, and 
threat intelligence. 
 
Thus, the purpose of this in-depth literature review is to emphasise the role 
ST-SIEMs play in bridging the gap between existing SIEM tool capabilities 
and existing challenges in cybersecurity incident response—especially those 
highlighted by recent ENISA reports (ENISA, 2015, 2017). The review begins 
by identifying the SIEM vendor landscape, before examining the features and 
capabilities of every SIEM product. The Gartner Magic Quadrant report for 
SIEM systems is a world-class annual report that provides the latest updates 
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surrounding the SIEM market. The report includes the strengths and weak-
nesses of significant SIEM vendors and the strategic planning of these vendors 
to compete for end-user business (Shiff, 2018). This review used the latest 
Gartner reports for 2016 and 2017 (Kavanagh et al., 2016, Kavanagh & Bussa, 
2017) to identify existing significant SIEM vendors. The Gartner inclusion 
criteria for SIEM vendors in those reports were based on the following attrib-
utes:  
 

• The product should be available and provide both SIM (log manage-
ment, analytics, and compliance reporting) and SEM capabilities 
(real-time monitoring and incident management for security-related 
events from heterogeneous sources).   

• The product should be able to capture data from heterogeneous data 
sources from network and security devices, servers, and applications. 

• The product should have been evaluated by end-user organisations. 
• The product should support deployment as a software, physical, or 

virtual appliance or as-a-service model. 
• In the 2017 report, the vendor revenue from licenses plus maintenance 

in the previous year should be at least $15 million.  
 
Table 2 lists the SIEM vendors included in this systematic review. The ven-
dors in the first two columns were listed in Gartner reports for 2016 and 2017. 
The non-listed vendors did not match Gartner listing criteria above, but they 
are still part of this review. 
 

Table 2. SIEM vendors included in the review 

Year 2016 Year 2017 Non-listed vendors 
AlienVault AlienVault Odyssey Consultants 
BlackStratus BlackStratus LogPoint 
EventTracker Dell Technologies (RSA) FairWarning 
EMC (RSA) EventTracker Huntsman Security 
Fortinet (AccelOps) Exabeam Lookwise 
HPE (ArcSight) FireEye HelpSystems 
IBM (QRadar) Fortinet  
Intel Security (McAfee) IBM  
LogRhythm LogRhythm  
ManageEngine ManageEngine  
Micro Focus McAfee  
SolarWinds Micro Focus (ArcSight)  
Splunk Micro Focus (NetIQ)  
Trustwave Rapid7  
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 Securonix  
 SolarWinds  
 Splunk  
 Trustwave  
 Venustech  

 
After identifying SIEM vendors for review, product white papers from every 
vendor website were screened to extract more information about their features 
and capabilities. Further, a list of features was developed as the review con-
tinued. The findings from the different vendors were classified under identi-
fied features. When a new feature was found, it was added to the developing 
list of features. Table 3 was compiled (based on the review) to list all identified 
features currently available in the SIEM market: 
 

Table 3. Review of latest SIEM tools capabilities 

Feature Name Description 
Log management capabilities  Receive, process, and store logs from the assets 

and endpoints of different information systems 
Active and passive assets dis-
covery 

Probe for assets information (IP address, host 
name, MAC address, etc.) using active network 
scanners listening to the network; and passively 
discover running hosts and services 

Vulnerability and configura-
tion assessment 

Scan managed assets for existing security vulner-
abilities and insecure configurations 

Host-based and network-based 
intrusion detection 

Monitor important files on the host operating 
system and monitor incoming and outgoing traf-
fic. Network intrusion detection systems screen 
the network traffic against known attacks signa-
tures and anomalies  

Network flows  Collect information about network connections 
and correlate them with security events 

File integrity monitoring Monitor files against unauthorised changes 
Threat exchange for threat in-
telligence sharing 

Crowd-sourced computer security platform for 
sharing information about security threats and in-
dicators of compromise, for example: Open 
Threat Exchange (OTX); Structured Threat In-
formation Expression (STIX); and Trusted Auto-
mated eXchange of Indicator Information 
(TAXII). 

Deep packets inspection Packets data and headers—malicious and non-
compliant content 
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Network security forensics Monitor and analyse network traffic for infor-
mation gathering and evidence collection  

Identity and Access Manage-
ment (IAM) integration 

Collect and incorporate data from enterprise 
identity and access management systems 

Proactive threat hunting  Proactively check for threats that could have 
evaded organisation security detective and pre-
ventive controls 

Behavioural analysis of com-
mand and control (C&C) com-
munication 

Identify malware behaviour opening command 
and control connections with remote attackers to 
take control over the network 

End-point monitoring Continuous monitoring of end-points against ad-
vanced attacks and threats, also with access to fo-
rensic data.  

Artificial Intelligence—User 
and entity behavioural moni-
toring (UEBA) 

Detect and correlate user-based and entity anom-
alies to identify potential threats and targeted at-
tacks  

Threat intelligence Collect and process contextual actionable threat 
information from multiple sources 

Availability and performance 
monitoring (APM) 

Monitor the availability & performance of end-
points integrated with the SIEM 

Integration with big data plat-
forms 

SIEMs vendors have developed connectors from 
their SIEM to big data platforms enabling ad-
vanced threat detection and network monitoring 

Analyst data mart Enhance security analysts’ ability to conduct in-
depth forensics analysis by defining a criterion 
for the required data. Such data can be based on 
time, users, systems, descriptions, and other 
markers (EventTracker, 2011). 

Support for OT, ICS, and 
SCADA environments 

Integration with operational technology, indus-
trial control systems, and supervisory control and 
data acquisition systems. 

Full packet capture Capture and store full packets from layers 2 to 7, 
crossing the network to gain deeper insight into 
the data 

Data loss prevention Detect and prevent data losses by monitoring 
data exfiltration attempts at the host and network 
levels  

Zero-configuration threat in-
telligence 

Provide regular threat intelligence updates for 
bad-reputation and blacklisted IP addresses 

Threat containment quarantine 
control capabilities 

Limit the impact of a security threats by in-
stalling an endpoint agent that prevents them 
from committing a security breach 
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DNS malware detection Identify malware-infected endpoints by analys-
ing DNS traffic, and identify bad traffic from/to 
these endpoints 

Exploit detection Notification when detecting an attack’s attempt 
to exploit an already-identified vulnerability in 
an endpoint 

Unknown process detection Detect suspicious unknown processes when 
launched on managed endpoints. 

Incident management work-
flow 

Manage security alerts using pre-existing man-
aged organisational processes (RSA, 2016). 

Security Orchestration and Au-
tomated Response (SOAR) 

Automate responses to security threats based on 
the consolidation of data sources and threat intel-
ligence information. 

Regulatory compliance  Support for PCI; HIPAA; NIST SP 800-171; 
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR); and 23 NYCRR 300 compliance. 

Artificial Intelligence; Data 
Science and Machine learning  

Deploy statistical techniques using data science 
to allow SIEM tools to examine unknown pat-
terns, then use algorithms to make security anal-
ysis decisions (Exabeam, 2018). 

  
The second part of this literature review provides a summary of state-of-the-
art existing SIEM research. The purpose of this review is to reveal existing 
research themes, and identify if any of the themes have already tackled the 
need for a socio-technical context in SIEM functionality. This review builds 
on the work of Mercer (2013), who investigated existing SIEM problems in 
the context of small and medium enterprises. Using the literature review 
guidelines from Okoli and Schabram (2010), the author identified existing 
SIEM research themes since 2008 (when this technology was initiated). The 
literature search focused on the design and implementation of SIEM tools in 
general, because no research work was found that addressed SIEM design in 
an SME context. 
 
For the literature search, this review started with a broad scope, searching for 
articles and academic papers concerning SIEMs from 2013 to date. Primary 
tools used for searching the literature were Google Scholar, Scopus, and 
ProQuest. After identifying potential papers for inclusion, a forward and back-
ward search was conducted to identify further relevant research. Criteria for 
inclusion included those papers that produced and validated new artefacts 
through prototyping or experimental testing. Only articles written in English 
were considered for review, while articles written in foreign languages (even 
if their title sounded relevant) were excluded (for example, the Russian article 
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‘A system for collecting, storing and processing security information and 
events based on Elastic Stack tools’ by Kotenko et al., 2017). For quality ap-
praisal, only papers contributing new knowledge and offering original arte-
facts were of interest. Further, papers using design science research (DSR) 
methods were favoured, and the more recent the paper the more likely its 
knowledge could offer solutions to contemporary problems. The searching, 
screening, and quality appraisal criteria left nineteen papers for data collec-
tion. For every remaining research paper, the research problem was identified 
and the purpose of the research was conceptualised regarding its importance. 
The outcome of the research (the artefact), was understood in terms of how it 
would improve SIEM functionality. The findings were then aggregated, with 
reviewed papers grouped under the following four research themes:   
 
Theme 1 – Deploy visualisation techniques to the SIEM user interface to 
improve security evaluation  
Research into this theme includes Novikova and Kotenko's (2013) paper An-
alytical visualization techniques for security information and event manage-
ment, in which they proposed visualisation component architecture to extend 
SIEM functionality. This visualisation component allows the incorporation of 
different attack visualisation technologies. To improve visualisation effi-
ciency, the authors applied principles of human information perception and 
interaction issues when designing graphical components. These graph-based 
attack representations were used to depict the attack modelling results in the 
work of Kotenko and Chechulin (2013), Computer Attack Modelling and Se-
curity Evaluation based on Attack Graphs. The application of this approach 
was tested and presented in the work of Kotenko and Chechulin (2014), Fast 
Network Attack Modelling and Security Evaluation based on Attack Graphs. 
The testing results elicited promising conclusions for improving the effective-
ness of security mechanisms in SIEM tools. 
 
Different types of visualisation techniques were applied in Kotenko & 
Novikova's 2014 work, Visualization of security metrics for cyber situation 
awareness to improve security awareness when assessing the overall network 
security situation—especially when working with Big Data. The proposal in 
this technique is to improve the SIEM administration experience, especially 
when historical security awareness of large networks is required to understand 
the efficiency of existing security mechanisms. The visualisation technique 
was further considered as a tool to compare the efficiency of different security 
countermeasures. Depending on the selected metrics, which characterise the 
resulting security level based on the chosen countermeasures (for example re-
turn-on-security-investment index metric), a security analyst could select the 
preferred remediation measures.  
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A novel visualisation technique and mathematical models were developed in 
the work of Kolomeec et al. (2016), in their article Technique of Data Visual-
ization: Example of Network Topology Display for Security Monitoring. 
These models and technique were used for heterogeneous data collection, nor-
malisation, pre-processing, and representation to visualise computer networks 
for security monitoring. The authors use this approach to develop a unified 
flexible visualisation system deployed for security monitoring of computer 
networks in SIEM tools. This unified approach considers ‘characteristics of 
the cognitive apparatus of the operator’ to increase the efficiency of visual 
analysis of the displayed information. Relevant research was also uncovered 
in the work of Neise (2018), Graph-based event correlation for network secu-
rity defense. Neise implemented an architecture that collects security-related 
events from heterogeneous sources, and transforms the events for storage in a 
graph database for integration into the workflow of network defenders. 
 
The article Near-miss situation based visual analysis of SIEM rules for real 
time network security monitoring (Majeed et al., 2018) presents a new tool to 
visualise SIEM rules status in approximate real-time (visual correlation). The 
intention of the tool is to improve the awareness of security analysts about a 
developing security situation before an SIEM rule condition has been met to 
trigger a security alert. The visual tool features a story page to provide security 
analysts with more insight about related activities based on a set of security 
questions.  
 
The research of Franklin et al. (2017), Toward a visualization-supported 
workflow for cyber alert management using threat models and human-cen-
tered design leveraged an interactive visualisation interface and appropriate 
machine learning and analytics to construct an effective and streamlined alert 
management workflow. This workflow was integrated with the MITRE 
ATT&CK Matrix to aid cyber analysts working with threat models. The pro-
totype interface was designed based on the learned lessons from interviews 
with cybersecurity experts to support them with security alerts management. 
To support efficient triage of security alerts, an inbox metaphor was leveraged 
to display alerts and their related information. This metaphor maintained the 
number of alerts presented to security analyst at a tractable and consistent 
level.  
 
Theme 2 – Deploy artificial intelligence or other techniques to improve 
SIEM security intelligence 
Research in this theme includes the work of Kotenko et al. (2018), AI- and 
Metrics-Based Vulnerability-Centric Cybersecurity Assessment and Counter-
measure Selection. This research deployed artificial intelligence-based meth-
ods and techniques for the analytical processing of cybersecurity events and 
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information. Methods of analytical modelling (ontologies, Bayesian infer-
ence, any-time, and other algorithms) were applied jointly and automatically 
to obtain knowledge about the security situation, which is considered suffi-
cient for decision-making in any time. The authors demonstrated this new ap-
proach through several case studies. 
 
Kotenko et al. (2014) contributed to this theme with their study Dynamical 
Attack Simulation for Security Information and Event Management. This sim-
ulation-based approach was used to evaluate the security of geographically 
distributed networks against distributed security attacks, such as DDoS and 
botnets. The simulation results were used to assess the efficiency of different 
protection mechanisms to support making good decisions. 
 
In the paper A Simulation Based SIEM Framework to Attribute and Predict 
Attacks Candidate (Lipilini & Baiardi, 2015), a different approach is presented 
to improve the security intelligence of SIEM tools. The new SIEM framework 
is based on the Haruspex suite—a simulation-driven risk analysis for complex 
systems. The suite deploys intelligent agents to attack the system then create 
a database of attack sequences that can be implemented by these agents and 
their probability. This database was used to correlate, attribute, and predict 
security attacks against ICT systems.  
 
Another novel work by Di Mauro and Di Sarno (2018) is presented in the 
article Improving SIEM capabilities through an enhanced probe for encrypted 
Skype traffic detection. The authors developed (from inception) an IDS probe 
called the enhanced Skype traffic probe (ESkyPRO), which is able to reveal 
encrypted Skype traffic by exploiting machine learning concepts. The probe 
was embedded in a customised version of the OSSIM SIEM platform. Here, 
information received from ESkyPRO and other data types are correlated to 
improve the accuracy of Skype encrypted traffic detection.                  
    
Theme 3 - Improve SIEM capabilities for critical infrastructure protec-
tion 
Research in this theme includes the work of Di Sarno et al. (2016), with their 
paper A novel security information and event management system for enhanc-
ing cybersecurity in a hydroelectric dam. They developed an enhanced ver-
sion of SIEM, managing the security events in a dam. The enhanced SIEM 
resolves conflicts between existing security policies; detect unauthorised net-
work data paths, make active responses through reconfiguring network de-
vices, and contains a fault-tolerant storage system to ensure the integrity of 
stored events. The enhanced SIEM performance was demonstrated using a 
case study within a hydroelectric dam. 
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Another research article by Rieke et al. (2015), Security compliance tracking 
of processes in networked cooperating systems, presents a ‘Predictive Security 
Analyzer’ (PSA) prototype that features a model-based analysis used to track 
business process security compliance. Processing events and detecting anom-
alies at the business layer, PSA was deployed as a model management com-
ponent for the next-generation SIEM architecture in the MASSIF project. The 
authors applied this prototype to control a critical infrastructure business pro-
cess in a storage dam of a hydroelectric power plant. To build this capability 
requires defining models of events, monitored process behaviour, and require-
ments for security compliance. 
 
Also related to critical infrastructure protection, the authors Di Sarno et al. 
(2013) present in their article Addressing Security Issues of Electronic Health 
Record Systems through Enhanced SIEM Technology an enhanced SIEM sys-
tem to protect patient health records on a national scale. The enhanced SIEM 
is capable of detecting business logic anomalies to protect the identities of 
involved parties. The prototype was integrated with OSSIM SIEM, and suc-
cessfully tested on original components of the electronic health-record man-
agement infrastructure. 
 
Another identified study (also on the theme of improving SIEM capabilities 
for critical infrastructure protection) is the work of Seneger, (2015), Searcha-
ble Privacy-Enabled Information and Event Management Solution. The au-
thor designed and prototyped a searchable and privacy-enhanced SIEM sys-
tem integrated with a reversible anonymiser. This developed capability en-
sures confidential and private information processed and stored in SIEM tools 
are anonymised, but are still usable for security analysis. The solution supports 
on-demand multi-layer de-anonymisation to allow security analysts with dif-
ferent roles and security clearance to access different levels of information.                         
 
Theme 4 – Enrich the context of security event information to improve 
security analysis experience  
Research in this theme includes the work of Khan, (2015), Advancing security 
information and event management frameworks in managed enterprises using 
geolocation. Here, SIEM security events were complemented with location-
based attributes without violating individual privacy. These location-based at-
tributes were then used for event correlations to enhance SIEM detection ca-
pabilities and reduced false positives. The concept was prototyped and tested 
using OSSIM SIEM. 
 
Bissict (2017) presents another interesting study, Augmenting security event 
information with contextual data to improve the detection capabilities of a 
SIEM. Four categories of contextual data sources were augmented to OSSIM 
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SIEM to improve the level of detail available for security correlation. This 
contextual data contained information from social media API, meteorological 
API; calendar API, and the terror threat level RSS feed. Test results indicated 
that augmenting contextual data with security information improve SIEM se-
curity detection capabilities.     
 
Finally, under this research theme the work of (AlSabbagh & Kowalski, 
2017), Socio-Technical SIEM (ST-SIEM): Towards Bridging the Gap in Se-
curity Incident Response developed an ST-SIEM framework and prototype 
using OSSIM SIEM. The authors proposed a new risk calculation formula that 
considers the risk escalations maturity level of the managed entity. The arte-
fact applied another social security metric, SSMM, to improve the context of 
security information. The prototype deployed social taxonomies with impact 
factor used to support security analysts to prioritise and escalate security inci-
dents. The prototype was evaluated using the Delphi group method (Fletcher 
& Marchildon, 2014), with a panel of security experts working for interna-
tional security firms. Figure 17 presents a summary of identified research 
themes and research articles under each theme.  
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Figure 17. Identified SIEMs research themes and articles 
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3 Research Process and Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the research process and methodologies that governed 
the scientific inquiry of this thesis, and the assumptions (the need for a prag-
matic approach to solve the increasing challenge in cybersecurity) underlying 
the choice of these methodologies. A structured reference model using Saun-
ders’ Research Onion Model (depicted in Figure 18) has been adopted to sys-
tematically describe the specifications of this thesis research methodologies 
(Saunders et al., 2009). Saunders’ research onion model visualises research 
methods as a framework composed of six layers covering underpinning re-
search philosophies, adopted research approaches, embraced research strate-
gies, chosen research methods, applied research time horizon, and research 
data collection and analysis techniques and procedures.   
 

 
Figure 18. Saunders’ research onion model (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 108) 
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Figure 19 presents the structure and order of topics covered in this chapter. 
After this introduction, the relevant topics from every layer in the onion model 
are discussed from this thesis research perspective. The chapter also provides 
an account of the DSR method framework and visualises the overall research 
process undertaken, together with the produced knowledge. Finally, the chap-
ter tackles the ethical considerations of this research.  

3.2 Research Philosophies  
Research philosophy reflects the embedded assumption of how knowledge is 
developed and the nature of this knowledge. This assumption has traditionally 
implied the use of a particular research approach that underpins the used re-
search strategy and chosen research methods. The debate about which is the 
more rigorous research philosophy might be never ending. However, (Johnson 
& Clark, 2006) and Saunders et al. (2009) argue that philosophically inform-
ing a given research approach is perhaps less significant than being able to 
reflect upon this philosophical choice. The good choice of research philosophy 
very much depends on the research question in focus.   

 

Figure 19. Research process and methodology chapter structure 
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In Saunders’ research onion model, there are four philosophical assumptions 
for knowledge development: positivism, interpretivism, realism, and pragma-
tism. The characteristics of each of these philosophies can be distinguished 
through three philosophical perspectives or branches: ontology, epistemology, 
and axiology.  
 
Ontology is concerned with the nature of reality and whether the existence of 
a social phenomenon is perceived by the researcher as objective, that is, com-
pletely independent from social actors (positivism) or subjective, whereby its 
existence is dependent on social actors (interpretivism). Positivism and inter-
pretivism represent mutually exclusive philosophical views. Realism and 
pragmatism, however, connect to either positivism or pragmatism to provide 
their own views, as described in Table 4.  
 
Epistemology is concerned with what constitutes acceptable knowledge in a 
given research field. Research reflecting a positivist philosophy will adopt the 
philosophical approach of the natural sciences—where only observable phe-
nomena lead to the production of credible data (equivalent to social reality in 
social science). Positivist research is mostly undertaken with the intention of 
being free from subjective values. A researcher is not affected by research 
subjects (Remenyi et al., 1998). On the other hand, research underpinned by 
an interpretivist philosophy cannot be bound by the restricting universal laws 
imposed by positivism. Understanding a social phenomenon requires the re-
searcher to be immersed in the social context being studied to understand and 
formulate theories about studied subjects. The researcher’s interactions with 
social actors is considered part of the research experience.  
 
Axiology is another philosophical perspective of research, concerned with the 
researcher’s own values during the research process, and how these values are 
connected to the research. Positivist research is undertaken free from any val-
ues as the researcher maintains an objective stance. Interpretivist research 
does not restrict researcher values from the researched subject.  
 
Table 4 summarises the three philosophical assumptions for each research phi-
losophy. Moreover, the table elaborates on the philosophical assumptions of 
DSR as an instance of pragmatic research, which has been applied in this the-
sis. More details about DSR will be reviewed throughout this chapter. 
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Table 4. Perspectives for different research philosophies (Saunders et al., 2009) 

Research  
Philosophy 

Philosophical perspectives 
Ontology Epistemology Axiology 

Positivism Reality is objec-
tive and de-
tached from so-
cial actors  

Only observable 
phenomena lead to 
acceptable 
knowledge 

Value-free re-
search 

Interpretivism Reality is so-
cially con-
structed 

Knowledge is pro-
duced from sub-
jective meanings 
and social phe-
nomena  

Value-laden re-
search 

Realism Reality is objec-
tive but subjec-
tively interpreted 

Observable phe-
nomena lead to ac-
ceptable 
knowledge. Insuf-
ficient data means 
inaccuracies in 
sensations or phe-
nomena create sen-
sations open to 
misinterpretation  

Value-laden re-
search influ-
enced by re-
searcher experi-
ence and cultural 
bias 

Pragmatism Multiple views 
to reality that 
best fit research 
question  

Observable phe-
nomena or subjec-
tive meanings 
both provide ac-
ceptable 
knowledge–it de-
pends on the re-
search question  

Values play im-
portant role in 
interpreting re-
sults. They in-
volve subjective 
or objective 
stance  

Design Science 
Research (as a 
pragmatic re-
search ap-
proach)4 

Multiple realities 
socio-technically 
enabled 

Knowledge is cre-
ated through mak-
ing. Objective 
constraints; con-
textual construc-
tion 

Values play role 
in designing, im-
provement and 
understanding 

                                                   
4 Adopted from “Design Science Research in Information Systems” for (Vaishnavi et al., 2017) 
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3.2.1 Pragmatism As an Underpinning Research Philosophy 
Pragmatism focuses on the nature of human experience when conducting re-
search inquiry. According to the philosopher John Dewey, this experience is 
built around two intimate questions: ‘what are the sources of our beliefs?’ and 
‘what are the meanings of our actions?’ It then follows that ‘Experience cre-
ates meaning by bringing beliefs and actions in contact with each other’ 
(Morgan, 2014, p. 1046). This argument implies that experience will always 
involve a process of interpretation as ‘beliefs must be interpreted to generate 
action, and actions must be interpreted to generate beliefs’. Figure 20 depicts 
Dewey’s model of inquiry (Morgan, 2014, p. 1048). Dewey’s systematic ap-
proach to inquiry involves the following five steps:  
 

• recognise the problematic situation 
• institute the problematic situation  
• determine the solution to the problem  
• evaluate the effect of the determined solution  
• implement the solution to solve the problem 

 

Figure 20. Dewey’s model of inquiry (Morgan, 2014, p. 
1048) 
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Pragmatism can be seen using the Kuhn Cycle (depicted in Figure 21) as a 
paradigm change toward normal science (Kuhn, 1962). This change in para-
digms, according to Kuhn, results from drift and crisis in existing models. 
Positivism and interpretivism, being mutual exclusive approaches, hinder re-
searchers in finding innovative solutions to identified problems. In the field of 
computer security there were times when paradigm crisis appeared, when ex-
isting models were criticised and others were acclaimed (Kowalski, 1994). 
During their history, computer security models have been considered as engi-
neering models, assuming that if the system output does not match the model 
then the system is wrong, not the model (Millen & Cerniglia, 1984). Relying 
on formal models as a foundation for computer security has presented a prob-
lem.  

The process of building foundations must begin with an attempt at de-
fining and delimiting the very subject matter of our study: what is the 
meaning of security and specifically, what is the meaning of security as 
it relates to computer systems? Beginning as is often done, at the level 
of formal models is inadequate without some informal but precise char-
acterisation of what it is that is being modelled. We in the [computer] 
security commonly give very little attention to the task of defining our 
subject matter; yet we spend a great deal of our time constructing sup-
posed models of security comparing them with one another, and build-
ing systems based on them. The study of formal models is important, 
but focusing only on model building may blind us to the fact that we’re 
attempting to build secure systems, where security has essential empir-
ical content quite apart from our formal manipulations. (Young, 1989, 
p. 47) 

 
A recent empirical example of this argument can be seen in the work of 
(Martin, 2013) who examined, by applying the Kuhn cycle, the United States 
current paradigm for the cybersecurity of critical infrastructure. The existing 
paradigm (used for the past two decades) is traditional, relying on obsolete 
theories, and hinders innovative thinking to solve the United States evolving 
cybersecurity challenges and complexities. A fundamentally different para-
digm was offered that takes into account the current cybersecurity environ-
ment and nation risk priorities.  
 
A pragmatic approach was adopted in this thesis to optimise cybersecurity 
incident response practice. The phenomenon researched was that despite the 
continual development in security technology, organisations continuously ex-
perience greater numbers and larger consequences related to information tech-
nology security incidents. In finding answers to the determined research ques-
tions, the researcher examined and documented the socio-technical properties 
of the incident response process and its components. By adopting a pragmatic 
approach, the researcher recognised the existing dilemma between technical 
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determinism (the ideology that technology shapes society) and social con-
structivism (the ideology that society shapes technology). 
 
The researcher’s industrial experience in the cybersecurity field, together with 
awareness of the socio-technical systems paradigm, influenced both research 
questions and chosen inquiry methods. Using DSR—a methodology associ-
ated with pragmatic research (Hevner et al., 2004; March & Smith, 1995; 
Peirce, 1935)—these methods were deployed to explore, explain, and evaluate 
actions to understand the inquired research phenomena. The applied socio-
technical system paradigm brought into focus the role of social actors in the 
research inquiry. From the technical determinism–social constructivism di-
chotomy, the researcher investigated how technology can be socially con-
structed to improve cyber security incident response processes, by exploring 
how this construction can synthesise with organisational culture, structure, 
and methods to optimise cybersecurity incident response. 

 
The Philosophy of Socio-Technical Systems 
 
While discussing the philosophical approach of this research, it is equally im-
portant to provide an adequate philosophical account of the adopted socio-
technical systems paradigm. A philosophical account of socio-technical sys-
tems is provided here, based on the views of Ropohl (1999). Referring to 
Hegel (1833, preface) on the essence of having a realistic philosophy that ‘its 
very age comprehended in thought’, Ropohl argues that thinking in the current 
age is nourished by knowledge (that mostly originates from science) and hu-

Normal 
Science

Model Drift 

Model CrisisModel 
Revolution

Paradigm 
Change

Figure 21. The Kuhn cycle 
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man practice (that is increasingly affected by technology). Accordingly, a phi-
losophy that comprehends this current age in its thoughts should not fail to 
observe both science and technology as indispensable sources of timely phi-
losophy. The mission of realistic philosophy is to synthesise heterogeneous 
knowledge when dealing with practical problems. For this purpose, Ropohl 
offers systems theory as the ‘rational completion of well-understood dialectic 
philosophy’, because it is the common approach founded first in philosophy 
that deals with interdisciplinary contexts, and is able to synthesise the com-
peting epistemological ideas of unity-diversity, holism-atomism, and ideal-
ism-materialism. 
 
Ropohl regards socio-technical systems as the theoretical construct that de-
scribes and explains technology development (Ropohl, 1979). Originally, the 
concept of socio-technical systems was established to maintain the social and 
technical conditions at work without contradicting humanity and efficiency. 
Ropohl applied systems laws on action system (perceived as a socio-technical 
production system) to describe ‘the social and technical phenomena, persons 
and machines, the technization of society and socialisation of technology’ 
(Ropohl, 1982). A production system exhibits activities such as research, in-
novation, development, marketing, manufacturing and many others. This pro-
duction system is understood as an organisation of persons relying on various 
relations of the overall social system. Accordingly, technical development is 
seen as a social process, where science and technology are necessary condi-
tions for this process but are not sufficient to determine its performance. Con-
sequently, an isolated philosophy of technology does not make much sense; 
rather it must turn to social philosophy, which obviously includes a philoso-
phy of the economy. 
 
Technical development involves the formation of novel socio-technical sys-
tems where created technical object systems represent acting functions intro-
duced to human acting relations. Moreover, when those object systems are 
introduced into the socio-technical system they partly substitute human func-
tions, and, at the same time, add novel acting functions not feasible by hu-
mans. Such novel functions imply changes to the state of human subsystems 
and to the characteristics of socio-technical relations. Accordingly, every tech-
nical invention is actually considered an intervention in nature and society, 
which makes every technical development lead to social change.          
 
Every invented technical system contains functions that were originally per-
sonal abilities, knowledge and intentions. These personal values and behav-
iours have been objectified and externalised, then generalised beyond individ-
uals. As this trans-individual generalisation of values is called institutionali-
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sation in sociology, Ropohl argues that technical development has to be un-
derstood as technical institutionalisation. On the other hand, institutions chan-
nel and shape individual behaviour to create a common culture: an effect 
called socialisation is sociology. Socialisation formerly relied mainly on hu-
man communication, but currently technical products exhibit similar perfor-
mance. However, when these technical products are used within socio-tech-
nical systems they transfer their institutional power to the individual. Ropohl 
called the effect technical socialisation. Moreover, when individuals utilise 
technical products, they are making use of alien abilities and knowledge and 
probably alien goals incorporated within the technical artefact. Ropohl used 
the concept alienation when humans within socio-technical systems are alien-
ated by the trans-individual power of artefacts. This alienation effect, Ropohl 
concludes, is the explanation why many people feel uneasy toward utilising 
modern technology. The way to relieve the inconvenience resulting from al-
ienation, Ropohl argues, is through technological enlightenment, the aim of 
which is to ensure appropriate understanding of how technical artefacts are 
being put to use within socio-technical systems (Ropohl, 1998).       

3.3 Research Approaches 
New knowledge or new theory can be developed through different research 
approaches. Deductive research is undertaken to prove a given assumption or 
hypothesis. Inductive research is undertaken when observed patterns in re-
search findings lead to developing a potential new theory. Abduction is yet 
another approach concerned with the understanding of unclear or unstructured 
phenomena, rather than focusing on validating or creating a new theory. Given 
the pragmatic DSR methodology used in this thesis, different research ap-
proaches were embedded within the DSR process to find answers for the pre-
sented research questions. 
 
Theory development in DSR requires design science researchers to have a 
thorough understanding of the reasoning principles and theorising strategies 
they can apply during the DSR process. Gregory & Muntermann (2011) offer 
guidance on how to improve the theorising process in DSR by systematically 
applying reasoning principles—deduction, induction, and abduction—
throughout the DSR cycle. These three reasoning principles, according to Van 
de Ven (2007), referred to as the engaged scholarship model, are interrelated 
and together play a role in social science theorising. Van de Ven explains that 
building theory requires the researcher to have intimate familiarity with the 
research problem domain as ‘problem formulation and theory building go 
hand in hand’ (Van de Ven, 2007, p. 100).  
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Gregory and Muntermann highlight the fact that DSR is considered a form of 
engaged scholarship based on the views of Åkesson et al. (2010), Mathiassen 
and Nielsen (2008) and Van de Ven (2007). According to Van de Ven, devel-
oping relevant and powerful theories requires deep understanding of the prob-
lem domain so the problem or subject can also be grounded in reality. This 
understanding can be obtained through a variety of methods, for example from 
personal experience; interviews with subject matter experts; field observations 
and other primary data collection instruments. Moreover, ‘a systematic litera-
ture review is also needed to ground the problem with regards to scope, prev-
alence, and context’ (Gregory & Muntermann, 2011, p. 7). 
 
The next section provides a detailed account of the DSR approach applied 
during this research. The overall research cycle will be depicted to highlight 
the general reasoning principles applied during each of the five DSR pro-
cesses. From this review, the hybrid theorising strategy adopted during the 
overall research process may be inferred.  

3.4 Design Science Research Process 
 
The foundations of DSR go back to the seminal work of Simon (1996), who 
highlighted the fundamental difference between natural science and the sci-
ence of the artificial. While natural science produces knowledge based on the 
observance of natural objects and phenomena, the science of the artificial is 
focused on human-made artefacts that serve human purposes (Gregory & 
Muntermann, 2011). 
 
The DSR process in this thesis is undertaken using a method framework com-
bining the work of Peffers et al. (2007) and Johannesson and Perjons (2014). 
The framework depicted in Figure 22 provides a structured, logical, and easy 
to understand method to control the activities undertaken within the DSR pro-
cess. The framework activities are related and logically ordered. They use 
well-defined input and output with guidelines on conducting these activities 
and selecting research strategies and methods applied in the activities. The 
framework provides guidelines on relating the research to an existing 
knowledge base and problem context. The artefact is then deployed within an 
environment and its knowledge is communicated to the community.  
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The above framework is visualised using the IDEF0 technique (FIPS, 1993), 
which describes a system as a number of interrelated activities, graphically 
represented as boxes (as shown in Figure 23). The four types of channels in-
cluded in the IDEF0 technique are input, output, controls, and resources. Input 
is transformed by the activity into output. It describes the input knowledge or 
object to the activity, while output describes the output knowledge or object 
from the activity. The controls channel governs the activity to produce a cor-
rect output. It describes the knowledge used including research strategies, re-
search methods, and creative methods, while the resources channel provides 
the knowledge base needed to support the activity, including models and the-
ories (Johannesson & Perjons, 2014, p. 81). 
 

 

Figure 22. A method framework for design science research based on the work of 
Peffers et al. (2007) and Johannesson & Perjons, (2014), p. 82) 

Figure 23. An IDEF0 diagram adopted from 
(Johannesson & Perjons, 2014, p. 81)  
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The three-cycles view in Figure 24 is adopted from Hevner (2007) and based 
on a conceptual framework for information systems DSR found in Hevner et 
al. (2004). The figure embodies three cycles of closely related activities. The 
relevance cycle brings the contextual business requirements into the research 
process and takes the artefact for field-testing within the business context. The 
environment from where the business requirements are taken (and where the 
artefact is tested) is composed of people, organisational business processes, 
and existing technology, which together define the research problem and ex-
isting opportunities. 

 
The rigour cycle provides the knowledge base needed during the research pro-
cess. The knowledge base contains the foundations and scientific methodolo-
gies needed to develop and evaluate the design artefact. These foundations 
comprise any previous work and experiences the DSR can utilise and build 
on. Those can be theories, frameworks, instruments, constructs, models, meth-
ods, and instantiations. Methodologies provide scientifically acceptable 
guidelines for evaluating the design artefact. The rigour cycle will also add to 
this knowledge base any new knowledge created from the research process.  
 
The design cycle is the core of DSR, where artefact development and evalua-
tion take place. The artefact development requirements are input from the rel-
evance cycle, while theories and methods for design and evaluation are input 
from the rigour cycle. As the three cycles together create dependencies for 
DSR, it is important to maintain balance between the effort spent on develop-
ing and evaluating the artefact. 
 

Figure 24. The three cycles view of design science research adopted from (Hevner, 
2007)  
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According to Johannesson & Perjons (2014), many DSR projects will not fo-
cus on all activities equally from the method framework. Instead, they focus 
on one or several activities, while other activities are dealt with more lightly. 
In this respect, the authors distinguish at least the following five categories 
within DSR projects: 
 
Problem-Focused Design Science Research: focusing on investigating the 
problem including root cause analysis. Research strategies and methods are 
employed to define the artefact requirements. Artefact design is usually out-
lined but neither demonstrated nor evaluated.  
 
Requirements-Focused Design Science Research: focusing on defining the 
artefact requirements based on existing or accepted problems. Research strat-
egies and methods are employed to investigate and collect the artefact require-
ments. The artefact design is outlined but no demonstration or evaluation is 
carried out.  
 
Requirements-and-Development-Focused Design Science Research: fo-
cusing on both defining the artefact requirements and developing the artefact 
accordingly. This category is common among DSR projects where research 
and creative methods are used in developing the artefact. The viability of the 
artefact is demonstrated, or a lightweight evaluation is performed. 
 
Development-and-Evaluation-Focused Design Science Research: focusing 
on developing and evaluating the artefact. Artefact demonstration and evalu-
ation is also carried out. This category does not perform problem explication 
and starts from existing requirements specification. 
 
Evaluation-Focused Design Science Research: focusing on evaluating an 
existing artefact. Despite the dilemma as to whether this category is consid-
ered a DSR project or not (given no artefact development is involved) the fo-
cus of this category is on defining requirement specifications used as a basis 
for evaluating the artefact. Design strategies and methods applied for evalua-
tion are rigorous. 

3.4.1 Thesis Design Science Research Cycle and Processes 
 
The research project in this thesis employed five DSR processes, used to fos-
ter, develop, and demonstrate artefacts used to optimise cybersecurity incident 
response using a socio-technical approach (as per Figure 25). The final process 
resulted in realising an information system prototype for a socio-technical 
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SIEM. The artefact combined knowledge produced from the preceding pro-
cesses to improve the context of actionable security information in an endeav-
our to overcome acknowledged limitations in cybersecurity warning systems. 
Further details about the artefacts types and their associated knowledge are 
discussed later within this chapter.  

 
Figure 26 depicts the overall research cycle, showing the relationships be-
tween the five research processes including the general reasoning principles 
applied during each cycle. The five DSR processes that were undertaken are 
next visualised in details (Figure 27 – Figure 31) using the discussed method 
framework for DSR. Johannesson & Perjons (2014) present the framework as 
a template for researchers to complete with details from their research project. 
The result provides a convenient overview of the DSR project. This overview 
serves the purpose of documenting and communicating the research project. 

 

 

Figure 25. Research project design science research processes 

Figure 26. Design science research cycle 
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Figure 27. Design science research process 1 
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Figure 28. Design science research process 2 
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Figure 29. Design science research process 3 
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Figure 30. Design science research process 4 
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Figure 31. Design science research process 5 
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According to March and Smith (1995), knowledge produced from DSR is 
classified into four types of artefacts: constructs/concepts, models, methods, 
and instantiations. Moreover, three other types of abstract artefacts—frame-
works, architectures, and design principles—were added (Vaishnavi et al., 
2017), as identified by various researchers (David & Gregor, 2007; Gregor & 
Hevner, 2013; March & Smith, 1995; Purao, 2001). The last type of artefact 
is better design theories, according to Hevner and Chatterjee (2010).  
 
Construct or concept constitutes the conceptual vocabulary used to describe 
problems within a research field. Model is a set of propositions or statements 
used to express the relationship between constructs. Framework is a real con-
ceptual guide used for support or guidance. Architecture is a high-level struc-
ture of systems. Design principles are the core principles and concepts that 
guide the design. Method is set of steps used to describe how to perform tasks. 
Instantiation is the operationalisation (realisation) of the artefact in its envi-
ronment. Finally, better design theories can be created during artefact con-
struction as experimental proof of the used design method, or to lead to a better 
understanding of the relationships between the artefact elements.  
Table 5 presents information about the artefacts developed during the DSR 
processes within this thesis research. 
 

Table 5. Research artefacts developed during this thesis research 

Artefact Name Type Description 
A1- Security Spending 
Mental Model 
(SSMM) as social se-
curity metric 

Construct/ 
Concept 

A new metric developed to 
aid in modelling organisa-
tions security culture based 
on their security spending be-
haviour.    

A2- A relationship 
model between busi-
ness-IT alignment ma-
turity and security 
spending mental mod-
els 

Model The relationships between 
business-IT alignment ma-
turity model and security 
control elements were dis-
covered and described to ex-
plore the impact of the or-
ganisation structure on the 
security culture 

A3- A method apply-
ing Checkland SSM as 
a framework to diag-
nose cybersecurity in-
cidents 

Method A methodology used to diag-
nose cybersecurity incidents 
and identify socio-technical 
security risks using Check-
land Soft Systems Methodol-
ogy (SSM). 
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A4- A framework for 
social and technical 
threats modelling to-
ward software supply 
chain 

Framework A socio-technical framework 
deployed as a conceptual tool 
to perform social and tech-
nical threats modelling for 
global software supply 
chains  

A5- ST-SIEM, a so-
cio-technical security 
information and event 
management system  

Instantiation Realisation of a socio-tech-
nical cybersecurity warning 
system concept implemented 
as an extension to an open 
source SIEM tool 

  
The output artefact from DSR (according to Gregor and Hevner, 2013) is clas-
sified according to four types of knowledge contribution: 1) invention—if the 
knowledge or solution was invented to address new types of problems; 2) im-
provement—if the knowledge was invented to address known types of prob-
lems; 3) adaptation—if existing knowledge was adapted to address new types 
of problems; 4) routine design—if existing knowledge is applied to address 
known problems. This last class of knowledge contribution is seldom consid-
ered as research contribution (Vaishnavi et al., 2017).  
 
In the following Figure 32, the DSR knowledge contribution framework is 
depicted, including the position of created knowledge from this thesis research 
artefacts. The five different research processes and their produced artefacts 
are marked using different colours. The position of produced knowledge from 
the artefacts draws an interesting unidirectional arrow labelled as ‘Adapt 
knowledge to improve practice’ to reflect the goal of this thesis research.  

Figure 32. Thesis knowledge contribution. (The framework is adopted from 
(Gregor & Hevner, 2013)) 
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3.5 Research Strategies, Methods, and Time Horizons 
To answer the thesis research questions and meet the objectives, it was im-
portant to select suitable research strategies and methods. In this thesis, the 
choice of research strategies, methods, and analysis techniques was planned 
to maintain a practical balance between research rigour and relevance. In 
DSR, rigour mandates using rigorous methods in developing and evaluating 
design artefacts. This is realised through the effective use of the available 
knowledge base comprising both theoretical foundations and research meth-
ods. However, rigour level in information systems artefact development must 
always be assessed with respect to the artefact relevance, as overemphasising 
artefact rigour can lessen its relevance (Applegate, 1999; Hevner et al., 2004). 
Artefact relevance is assessed by its utility to address demanding business 
problems. One criterion to assess artefact utility is to assess its role in enabling 
effective business processes through increased revenue or reduced cost.  
 
To evaluate knowledge created from DSR, Hevner et al. (2004) suggest five 
acceptable methods. Observational - based on case studies and field studies. 
Analytical – based on static analysis, architecture analysis, dynamic analysis, 
and optimization. Experimental – based on controlled experiments or simula-
tion. Testing – based on artefact functional testing. Descriptive – based on 
informed argument and scenarios to demonstrate the artefact utility. Table 6 
provides more details about the evaluation methods for DSR artefacts. 
 
Table 6. Design science evaluation methods quoted from (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 86) 

Method Description 
Observational Case Study: Study artefact in depth in business environ-

ment 
Field Study: Monitor use of artefact in multiple projects 

Analytical Static Analysis: Examine structure of artefact for static 
qualities (e.g., complexity) 
Architecture Analysis: Study fit of artefact into technical 
IS architecture 
Optimisation: Demonstrate inherent optimal properties of 
artefact or provide optimality bounds on artefact behav-
iour 
Dynamic Analysis: Study artefact in use for dynamic 
qualities (e.g., performance) 

Experimental Controlled Experiment: Study artefact in controlled envi-
ronment for qualities (e.g., usability) 
Simulation: Execute artefact with artificial data 
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Testing Functional (Black Box) Testing: Execute artefact inter-
faces to discover failures and identify defects 
Structural (White Box) Testing: Perform coverage testing 
of some metric (e.g., execution paths) in the artefact im-
plementation 

Descriptive Informed Argument: Use information from the 
knowledge base (e.g., relevant research) to build a con-
vincing argument for the artefact utility 
Scenarios: Construct detailed scenarios around the arte-
fact to demonstrate its utility 

 
  
Case Study as the primary research strategy 
 
The previous sections emphasised handling rigour and relevance when con-
ducting DSR. This requirement was taken into consideration upon deciding to 
use a case study approach as the primary research strategy during this re-
search. Moreover, a number of case studies embedded a second research strat-
egy to improve the quality of collected data. For example, case study 1 em-
bedded a research survey during its inquiry. Case study 3 deployed action re-
search to benefit from the researcher position within the studied organisation. 
Understanding (for optimising) cybersecurity incident response using a socio-
technical approach required understanding of this phenomenon within its con-
text—the environment where people, business and technology, problems, and 
opportunities exist. In the literature, a case study is defined as ‘a strategy for 
doing research which involves an empirical investigation of particular con-
temporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of 
evidence’ (Robson, 2002, p. 178).  
 
Table 7 lists the order and title of produced research publications during this 
thesis DSR project. As cybersecurity incident response is conceptualised as an 
open socio-technical system composed of social and technical subsystems 
(culture and structure; methods and machines), these publications are accord-
ingly mapped in Figure 33 through the socio-technical system components to 
reflect the focus of each publication research inquiry. 
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Table 7. Published papers during the design science research  

Paper Title 
Paper 1 A Cultural Adaption Model for Global Cyber Security Warn-

ing Systems—A Socio-Technical Proposal 
Paper 2 Developing Social Metrics for Security—Modelling the Se-

curity Culture of IT Workers Individuals (Case Study) 
Paper 3 ST(CS)2—Featuring Socio-Technical Cyber Security Warn-

ing Systems 
Paper 4 The Impact of Business-IT Alignment on Information Secu-

rity Process 
Paper 5 A Prototype For HI²Ping Information Security Culture and 

Awareness Training 
Paper 6 Security from a Systems Thinking Perspective—Applying 

Soft Systems Methodology to the Analysis of an Information 
Security Incident 

Paper 7 A Socio-Technical Framework for Threat Modelling a Soft-
ware Supply Chain 

Paper 8 A Framework and Prototype for a Socio-Technical Security 
Information and Event Management System (ST-SIEM) 

Paper 9 Socio-Technical SIEM (ST-SIEM): Towards Bridging the 
Gap in Security Incident Response 

 
 

Figure 33. Research publications mapped to socio-technical system inquiry 
model 
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Referring to the three-cycles view of DSR in Figure 24, the knowledge base 
for this thesis provided information about research problem definition, state-
of-the-art review, and scientific methods being discussed in this chapter to 
develop and evaluate the research artefacts. The research process deployed 
qualitative methods for collecting and interpreting research results (although 
quantitative methods were used in the first case study). Most case studies com-
bined multiple data collection techniques—including interviews, question-
naires and field observations. Case study was the strategy of choice, as a rich 
and detailed understanding of the research context was desired. All case stud-
ies were conducted on a cross-sectional time horizon. Table 8 presents the 
research activities carried out for each case study during the DSR process. 
 

Table 8. Research strategies and activities undertaken during every DSR process 

Research  
Process 

Research  
Strategy 

Research Activity Related 
Papers 

Process 1  Case Study 1 
with embed-
ded survey 
 
 

Explore existing limitations in cy-
bersecurity warning systems 

Paper 1 

Develop social security metric to 
model, measure, and manage so-
cial security controls 

Paper 2 

Communicate research results us-
ing IS artefact HI2ping ‘experi-
mental learning model’ to improve 
awareness about social security 
controls 

Paper 5 

Process 2  Case Study 2 Explore the impact of organisa-
tional structure (using BITA ma-
turity) on social security controls 

Paper 4 

Process 3 Case Study 3 
with embed-
ded action re-
search 

Deploy soft systems thinking to di-
agnose cyber security incident  

Paper 6 

Process 4 Case study 4 Develop and evaluate a socio-tech-
nical framework for threat model-
ling software supply chain 

Paper 7 

Process 5  Case Study 5 Evaluate a prototype for a socio-
technical Security Information and 
Event Management system (ST-
SIEM) 

Papers  
3, 8, 9 
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3.6 Research Data Collection and Analysis Techniques 
Saunders’ research onion model (Figure 18) presents data collection and anal-
ysis techniques and procedures at its core. The choice of methods is ruled by 
the approach taken in the conduct of the research, the scope and objectives, 
and the resources available and accessible to the researcher. This section sum-
marises the various data collection and analysis methods deployed during this 
research process. For each case study, it was important to select a research 
sample composed of suitable research subjects able to provide rich and relia-
ble information for the research. Given the qualitative nature of this research, 
sample selection was non-probabilistic, but purposively focused. This is espe-
cially important because all case studies were conducted with informative se-
lective subjects using structured, semi-structured, or unstructured question-
naires, and all questionnaires were administered face-to-face with partici-
pants. The following list provides brief background information about organ-
isations that participated in this research: 
 
• Organisation A: a governmental Middle East-based entity that acts as 

a national regulator for the information and communication technology 
sector. The total number of employees is about 350.  

• Organisation B: a governmental Middle East-based institution respon-
sible for providing Internet and scientific research services to educa-
tional and governmental entities, with a total number of employees of 
about 500. 

• Organisation C: an insurance company based in the Midwest of the 
United States of America. The company is dedicated to serving the in-
surance needs of the middle-income market, and has a total number of 
employees of about 200.  

• Organisation D: the Swedish Armed Forces—a government agency re-
sponsible for defending Sweden and promoting the country best inter-
ests. 

• Organisation E: a world leader communications technology and ser-
vices provider with headquarters located in Stockholm, Sweden. The 
total number of employees is about 14,000.  

• Organisation F: a leading global provider in information and commu-
nications technology infrastructure and smart phones, with total num-
ber of employees of about 180,000. 

• Organisation G: a cybersecurity company based in Finland. The com-
pany business portfolio specialises in incident detection response and 
endpoint protection. The total number of employees is about 1,600.  

• Organisation H: an international cybersecurity consultation company 
with offices based in Finland and the Middle East. The company has 
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thorough knowledge of systems and networks security aspects, with a 
total number of employees of about 20. 

 
For the case studies, research instruments were developed to facilitate data 
collection, data processing, data analysis, and reporting. These basic steps 
were followed using specific guidelines (Kothari, 2004). The researcher starts 
by defining the research objectives, decides upon suitable techniques or meth-
ods for data collection, collects the required data, processes and analyses the 
collected data, and finally reports the findings from the research. 

3.6.1 Case Study 1 
 

Research activity step Details 
Objective  Explore the theoretical and practical issues in 

cybersecurity warning systems 
 
Develop social security metrics to model, 
measure, and manage social security controls    

Data collection methods Literature review 
Semi-structured questionnaires   
Interviews  

Research subjects  35 IT workers: individuals from TWO organi-
sations: A, B  

Data processing and anal-
ysis  

Qualitative description 

Research results  Identified existing limitations in cybersecurity 
warning systems (paper 1) 
 
Proposition of using “Security Spending Men-
tal Models” as social security metric based on 
“Security Value Chain” (hypothesis) (paper 2) 
 
Developed Hyper Interactive Intelligent Peda-
gogical Media Agent to raise awareness about 
proposed social security metric (paper 5)  
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3.6.2 Case Study 2 
 

Research activity step Details 

Objective  Explore the relationship between organisation 
structure through Business-IT alignment and 
security spending mental models, the proposed 
social security metric  

Data collection methods In depth literature review  

Semi-structured questionnaires   

Face-to-face Interviews  

Research subjects 6 Management individuals from TWO organi-
zations: A, C 
• 2 business managers at strategic level 
• 2 IT managers at tactical level 
• 2 IT managers at operational level  

Data processing and anal-
ysis  

Qualitative analysis based on theory driven hy-
pothesis coding  

Research results  The case study revealed correlation between 
business IT alignment maturity level and secu-
rity spending mental models (paper 4).  

 

3.6.3 Case Study 3 
 

Research activity step Details 
Objective  Deploy Checkland Soft Systems Methodology 

as an instrument to diagnose empirical cyber 
security incidents 
 
Capture the role of social security controls in 
cybersecurity incident response process    

Data collection methods Unstructured questionnaires 
Interviews 
Secondary field observations (Complete ob-
server)   
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Research subjects  7 participants from ONE organisation: A  
• 1 IT general manager  
• 2 IT operations 
• 2 IT security operations  
• 3 IT users 

Data processing and anal-
ysis  

Thematic analysis from field observation data 
triangulated with data collected from inter-
views  

Research results  Social security risks are equally important to 
consider as technical risks during cybersecu-
rity incident response (paper 6).   

 

3.6.4 Case study 4 
 

Research activity step Details 
Objective  Develop a socio-technical framework for 

threat modelling a software supply chain 
Data collection methods For framework development 

• In-depth literature review 
• In-depth face-to-face interviews fol-

lowed by email-based discussions 
For Evaluation 

• Structured questionnaire  
• Face-to-face interviews   

Research subjects  1 software supply chain expert from ONE or-
ganisation: D 
4 security experts from TWO organisations: E, 
F 

Data processing and anal-
ysis  

Descriptive content analysis 

Research results  Validated framework for a socio-technical 
threat modelling of software supply chain (pa-
per 7)   
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3.6.5 Case Study 5 
 

Research activity step Details 
Objective  Develop, demonstrate, and validate socio-tech-

nical SIEM artefact 
Data collection methods Structured questionnaire  

Face-to-face interviews 
In-depth literature review   

Research subjects  A panel of 3 security experts from THREE or-
ganisations: A, G, H 

Data processing and anal-
ysis  

Conceptual analysis 
Descriptive content analysis 

Research results  Developing and realisation of research artefact 
(papers 3, 8, 9) 
Consensus on the potential of the developed ar-
tefact to optimise cybersecurity incident re-
sponse practice    

3.7 Research Ethical Issues Considerations 
Finally, but importantly, it is important to stress the ethical matters arising 
from this thesis research work. Ethical considerations in DSR have begun to 
receive attention in recent years, especially with the work of Myers and 
Venable (2014). The ethical stance of this research is discussed in terms of 
how the completed research processes adhere to the ethical principles in DSR 
in information systems, as defined by Myers and Venable. 
 
Principle 1 - The public interest 
The artefacts developed during the different DSR processes are, according to 
the author best knowledge, meant for the best interest of the public. The arte-
facts were designed and developed to help security practitioners to maintain a 
secure cyberspace leading to the public safety and prosperity. The author  is 
not aware of any adversely affected parties as a result from deploying and 
using the artefacts.  
 
Principle 2 – Informed consent 
All case studies conducted during this research process included face-to-face 
interviews with research subjects. The researcher discussed the interviews’ 
purpose and research objectives before arranging interviews. Research sub-
jects were informed about their right to withdraw from their role if desired. 
The findings from the interviews were verified with research subjects before 
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taking the data into analysis and reporting. Consent was received whenever 
there was a need to emphasise the position of the research subjects and their 
organisation role and size.   
 
Principle 3 – Privacy 
Adhering to the privacy principle, information about the identity of research 
subjects and organisation names were kept anonymous upon request. No per-
sonal names or details were recorded about the interviewed subjects. Research 
data was kept confidential. Electronic data records are stored securely and up-
loaded using industry grade cryptography. Although there are research topics 
dealing with security culture and security mental models, these qualities aim 
to model a distribution of individuals with no impact on individuals-level pri-
vacy.   
 
Principle 4 – Honesty and Accuracy 
To the researcher’s best awareness, all sources of knowledge used in this study 
were referenced or quoted and acknowledged to adhere to academic rigour 
requirements. Referenced authors details were mentioned fully. The devel-
oped artefacts are original and published in peer reviewed journals and con-
ference papers. The contribution of the socio-technical SIEM (which com-
bines knowledge resulting from this research) is original and based on state-
of-the-art review of industrial products and academic research (to November 
2018). 
 
Principle 5 – Property 
According to the researcher’s best knowledge no conflict on intellectual prop-
erty ownership exist in place.  
 
Principle 6 – Quality of the artefact  
The instantiated artefact is currently in the experimental phase. The researcher 
is not aware of any safety risk that might result from using the artefact. The 
artefact is currently equipped with features to ensure logging its activities and 
findings. The artefact features running in passive mode in case it is not desired 
to make changes to received security information. A disclaimer message has 
been created to inform the artefact users of its infancy.         
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4 Summary of Included Publications 

This chapter presents a summary of research papers included within this the-
sis. All research papers were peer reviewed and accordingly published either 
in international journals or international conference proceedings. This sum-
mary will reflect the conceptual order of the research activities toward realis-
ing an information systems artefact based on empirical research problems 
and also the papers findings. The research approach and the position of each 
research paper is elaborated in Chapter 3 Research Process and Research 
Methodology. 

4.1 Research Paper 1 – A Cultural Adaption Model for 
Global Cyber Security Warning Systems – A Socio-
Technical Proposal 

This paper explored the existing limitations in cybersecurity warning systems 
and the security metrics area from both theoretical and practical perspectives. 
Actionable security information provided by cybersecurity warning systems 
use either generic cyber threat levels created for the public, or specialised met-
rics targeting specific types of operation environments. The metrics used in 
the first group are too generic, and the algorithm and data basis behind are not 
documented sufficiently. Specialised metrics are limited in scope and discon-
nected from the dynamic environment of security operations. This situation 
created difficulties for organisations to prioritise and handle security warning 
and manage security risks and prioritise security controls. 
 
To overcome these limitations, this paper built on a cybersecurity warning 
coordination system model. The visual model is used to hypothetically capture 
the relationship between the social and technical security control systems; and 
to organise and capture complex attack vectors, then spot existing control 
gaps. The paper has developed a qualitative security metric based on a mental 
model security value chain—modelling how organisations prioritise security 
spending on main security controls categories: deter, protect, detect, correct 
and recover (Kowalski & Edwards, 2004). The qualitative metric was applied 
as a social security metric used to model the security culture of a given entity. 
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The metric was then tested to adapt the risk factor of a given security warning 
based on warning recipient security mental model, enabling the concept of 
what has been called a Cultural Adaption Cyber Security Warning System. 
The system was hypothetically tested using a real security incident.  
 
The output of this research paper is a recommendation to conduct more re-
search on the area of security mental models and social security metrics. The 
paper recommends the investigation of whether entities could have different 
security mental models given the security problem is personal, organisational 
or national. 
 
Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2011). A cultural adaption model for global 
cyber security warning systems. In 5th International Conference on Commu-
nications, Networking and Information Technology Dubai, UAE 

4.2 Research Paper 2 – Developing Social Metrics for 
Security – Modelling the Security Culture of IT 
Workers Individuals 

The objective of this paper was to develop social security metrics for model-
ling and comparing diverse security cultures. The research has inquired about 
mental models and tested the security spending mental model (SSMM) and 
Myths of Nature (Thompson et al., 1990) as social security metrics for model-
ling the security culture of IT workers individuals. Using case studies from 
two IT organisations, thirty-five individuals were interviewed to capture their 
security mental models. The individuals risk appetite was captured along with 
their security spending at personal, organisational, and national levels. These 
appetites were also assessed when different security budgets are available. 
 
The results from the case study were analysed using quantitative and qualita-
tive methods. The paper findings suggested operationalising the two tested 
security mental models as social security metrics. These metrics can be ap-
plied for modelling and comparing diverse security cultures. The paper 
stressed the importance of understanding how the diversity of security cul-
tures. This understanding is fundamental to create an effective global cyber-
security response.  
 
The output of this paper is the deployment of an SSMM as a social security 
metric.      
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Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2012). Developing social metrics for security 
modeling the security culture of IT workers individuals (case study). In Com-
munications, Computers and Applications (MIC-CCA), 2012 Mosharaka In-
ternational Conference on (pp. 112-118). IEEE. 

4.3 Research Paper 3 – ST(CS)2 - Featuring Socio-
Technical Cyber Security Warning Systems 

This paper built on the knowledge produced from the previous two papers and 
a review of the latest affairs in global cybersecurity waring systems. The paper 
created the foundations and provided the abstract conceptual design of the first 
of its kind socio-technical cybersecurity warning system. The design is in-
spired by the ITU-IMPACT global security response centre model and its two 
platforms: NEWS and ESCAPE (IMPACT, 2018). The artefact is designed to 
provide its subscribers with guided version of cybersecurity warnings. These 
warnings are tailored based on the socio-technical security stance of every 
platform subscriber. Information about the socio-technical stance of the plat-
form subscribers are collected and recorded. The platform utilises the security 
spending mental model (SSMM) as a social security metric to model subscrib-
ers’ security culture. The modelled security culture is accordingly considered 
to tailor the context of disseminated security warnings. 
 
The paper inquired about the latest global security strategies, standards, and 
treaties, and reflected on highlighting the socio-technical property to effec-
tively manage information systems security. Moreover, cybersecurity initia-
tives from different countries were examined based on the Handbook of Crit-
ical Information Infrastructure Protection (Brunner & Suter, 2008). The paper 
inferred the presence of diverse security cultures based on the approach each 
country took to deal with number of focal points including: critical infrastruc-
ture protection and definition; early warnings; laws and legislation; initiatives 
and policies. The evolution and current state-of-the-art of global cybersecurity 
waning systems were also inquired and discussed.  
 
The paper put together the theoretical body from well-established socio-tech-
nical frameworks with the global practices and reports in order to improve 
cybersecurity readiness. With a focus on cybersecurity warning systems, the 
paper outcome intends to improve the context of security warnings taking into 
account the socio-technical stance of the warnings recipients.  
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Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2012, June). ST(CS)2-Featuring socio-tech-
nical cyber security warning systems. In Cyber Security, Cyber Warfare and 
Digital Forensic (CyberSec), 2012 International Conference on (pp. 312-
316). IEEE.   

4.4 Research Paper 4 – The Impact of Business-IT 
Alignment on Information Security Process 

The purpose of this paper was to inquire about the relationship between the 
organisation Business-IT alignment maturity level and its security incident re-
sponse capability. This role was investigated by understanding the relation-
ship between the Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) framework of Luftman 
(2000), and the organisational security spending mental model (SSMM) using 
the security value chain.  
 
The paper conducted an in-depth literature survey on business-IT alignment 
and its impact on information security process. This was followed by a case 
study of two organisations. Managers from business and IT departments were 
interviewed to understand the maturity of business-IT alignment and how 
business and IT priorities are mutually met. Alignment maturity was then re-
flected on security budgeting across the different security controls of the se-
curity value chain and how this budgeting aligned with IT departments prior-
ities. 
 
The paper findings revealed correlation between number of SAM framework 
criteria and information security processes. For example, communication ma-
turity between business and IT showed significant impact on security cul-
ture—business managers approved the security budget deemed necessary by 
IT managers. With limited understanding of IT priorities, business managers 
did not approve security budgets required for hiring security resources and 
implementing deterrent controls. Limited business participation in IT strategic 
planning (i.e. governance) led to limited business understanding of why re-
covery security controls are needed. Similarly, immature alignment in value 
measurement and partnership led to immature security culture as business did 
not appreciate the IT security priorities and their demanded budgets. However, 
optimised levels of business-IT alignment in value measurement and govern-
ance increased business security awareness and interest to support security 
requirements. This situation enabled IT managers to receive the budget they 
need and ideally distribute on security controls.     
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Publication details: 
El Mekawy, M., Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2014, June). The Impact of 
Business-IT Alignment on Information Security Process. In International Con-
ference on HCI in Business (pp. 25-36). Springer, Cham.  
 

4.5 Research Paper 5 – A Prototype for HI2Ping 
Information Security Culture and Awareness 
Training 

This paper focused on developing a Hyper Interactive Intelligent Pedagogical 
Platform, the artefact. The purpose of the platform is to improve security 
awareness and learned lessons from cybersecurity incident response. Moreo-
ver, the platform was tested during security conference to spread awareness 
of the knowledge produced from the previous three papers—the concept of 
social security metrics and their use to feature socio-technical cybersecurity 
warning systems.  
 
The power of the artefact comes from the different mediums it uses to provide 
pedagogic information. The information can be delivered over hyper video, 
Wiki page, frequently asked questions, PowerPoint presentation and a conver-
sational agent. The reason for using the different media is based on the ‘Ex-
perimental Learning Model developed by Kolb et al. (2001). The model dis-
tinguishes four ways (learning preferences) for grasping and transforming ex-
perience: concrete experience (feeling), abstract conceptualisation (watching), 
reflective observation (thinking) and active experimentation (doing).  
 
Moreover, the paper inquired about the importance of considering security 
mental models for security awareness programs. Building a common mental 
model among the security team supports its members to manifest common 
understanding of a given security situation. The paper has, as well, investi-
gated the possible impact of individuals culture on their learning preferences 
(having security team members or trainees coming from diverse cultures).  
 
The paper presented the artefact as a security awareness tool that takes into 
consideration trainees learning preferences, mental models and culture. The 
artefact evaluation was limited to the evaluation of other instances using less 
pedagogic mediums (Kowalski et al., 2013).  
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Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., Ameen, M., Wätterstam, T., & Kowalski, S. (2012, September). 
A prototype For HI2Ping Information Security Culture and Awareness Train-
ing. In e-Learning and e-Technologies in Education (ICEEE), 2012 Interna-
tional Conference on (pp. 32-36). IEEE. 
   

4.6 Research Paper 6 – Security from a Systems 
Thinking Perspective - Applying Soft Systems 
Methodology to the Analysis of an Information 
Security Incident 

This paper applied systems thinking theory to deal with the complexity of se-
curity incident response. Using soft systems methodology of Checkland 
(1999), the paper demonstrated the viability of the socio-technical approach 
to manage the unstructured and complex nature of security incidents targeting 
organisations. The paper relied on a case study taken at the victim organisa-
tion. Using unstructured interviews with stakeholders from different depart-
ments the paper developed the ‘rich picture’ capturing the relationship be-
tween the problem elements and their structure.  
 
The paper identified ‘security attack’ as a human activity system then devel-
oped low-resolution and high-resolution conceptual models. These conceptual 
models showed the activities and dependencies taking place within the attack 
system itself and its surrounding environment. The five access control catego-
ries: deter; protect; detect; correct and recover were conceptualised as external 
activity systems interacting with the attack system within its surrounding en-
vironment. Such systemic approach made it possible to identify the social and 
technical vulnerabilities the attack system has exploited and the appropriate 
mitigating security controls. These findings were used to raise questions and 
debates within the organisation about what changes and improvements are re-
quired to solve the problematic situation. The problem situation captured in 
the rich data reflected the diverse perceptions of stakeholders toward the se-
curity controls and helped to understand the organisation security culture more 
clearly.  
 
The output of this paper is an abstract artefact—a methodology used to diag-
nose cybersecurity incidents using systemic approach. Social and technical 
vulnerabilities were identified and managed. Using a case study, the paper 
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demonstrated the importance of using systemic approach during security inci-
dent response. The methodology was evaluated through a case study and 
seemed to ease the complexity created from the soft element during security 
incident response.  
 
Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2015, January). Security from a systems 
thinking perspective - applying soft systems methodology to the analysis of an 
information security incident. In Proceedings of the 58th annual meeting of 
the ISSS-2014 United States (Vol. 1, No. 1).  

4.7 Research Paper 7 – A Socio-Technical Framework 
for Threat Modelling A Software Supply Chain 

This paper examined the software supply chain security problem from a sys-
temic perspective. Using a socio-technical framework the paper performed 
socio-technical threat modelling for the software supply chain of the Swedish 
Armed Forces. The framework combined the socio-technical system and se-
curity by consensus models of Kowalski (1994) to create a holistic represen-
tation of the software supply chain system. The dynamic relationships of the 
social and technical elements within and between suppliers and acquirers were 
captured and also across the different levels of the security problem. 

 
Six functional processes within the software supply chain were identified and 
used to develop a comprehensive understanding of the security threats and 
their countermeasures. To provide a functional view of the software supply 
chain, the paper developed a signalling model showing how software supply 
chain components are transmitted between the different processes. The signal-
ling model has helped to identify the social and technical threats to these com-
ponents as they transmit between the different processes. 
 
The paper used a DSR process (Vaishnavi et al., 2017, p. 9) to evaluate the 
applied socio-technical framework for threat modeling the software supply 
chain. Identifying existing threats is important part of incident response plan 
in order to prevent security incidents. The used case study relied on face-to-
face interviews, combined with email discussions, with representatives from 
the Swedish Armed Forces. During the interviews, professional opinions were 
gathered on threats to software supply chain and common countermeasures. 
The model was validated using Delphi method. Validation interviews were 
carried out with a panel of anonymous security experts from industry in Swe-
den. The experts relied on global software supply chains for their products 
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development and service delivery. The experts have recognised the value of 
the framework as the modelling was complete enough from generic perspec-
tive. The model can be adapted to fit individual company needs. 
 
The output of the paper is a socio-technical framework used as a thinking tool 
and threat analysis model to establish a secure software supply chain. 
 
Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2015). A socio-technical framework for threat 
modeling a software supply chain. IEEE Security & Privacy, 13(4), 30-39. 

4.8 Research Paper 8 – A Framework and Prototype for 
A Socio-Technical Security Information and Event 
Management System (ST-SIEM) 

This paper presents a conceptual framework and prototype for a first of its 
kind socio-technical security information and event management system (ST-
SIEM). The framework operationalises the concept of socio-technical cyber-
security warning system through a socio-technical correlation engine de-
ployed within a SIEM tool. For social correlation, the framework incorporates 
risk escalation maturity metric based on the work of (Wahlgren & Kowalski, 
2018). After the event technical correlation, the social correlation engine ad-
justs the calculated risk based on the managed organisation security escalation 
maturity level.  
 
The managed organisation risk escalation maturity level is measured first, and 
then configured in the ST-SIEM database based on the maturity of six escala-
tion attributes. These are awareness—the degree of awareness of information 
systems security incidents among the organisation members; responsibility—
the degree of accountability of information systems security incidents within 
the organisation; reporting—existing reporting channels within the organisa-
tion, and how regularly security incidents are reported within the organisation; 
policies and standards—the existence and completeness of security standards 
and policies; knowledge and education—existing skills and knowledge 
needed in order to deal with information systems security incidents; and pro-
cedures and tools—existing procedures and available tools needed in order to 
handle information systems security incidents. 
 
The artefact is designed as an extension to OSSIM, the open source SIEM tool 
from AlienVault. The paper suggests a preliminary risk calculation formula 
that takes into account the managed organisation risk escalation maturity in 
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the equation. In addition to the security event priority, reliability and asset 
values, the socio-technical risk factor of the security event is inverse propor-
tional to the measured risk escalation maturity level. The paper provided the 
architecture principles for the socio-technical correlation engine. 
 
Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2016). A Framework and Prototype for A 
Socio-Technical Security Information and Event Management System (ST-
SIEM). In 2016 European Intelligence and Security Informatics Conference 
(EISIC) (pp. 192-195). IEEE.       

4.9 Research Paper 9 – Socio-Technical SIEM (ST-
SIEM): Towards Bridging the Gap in Security 
Incident Response 

This paper built on the previous research paper and expanded the capabilities 
of ST-SIEM artefact to address number of ENISA recommendations toward 
bridging the gap in cybersecurity incident response. The paper conducted 
state-of-the-art review of SIEMs evolution to present the latest features and 
capabilities provided by SIEM vendors. Accordingly, the review indicated a 
lack of recognition to the socio-technical characteristics of cybersecurity inci-
dent response. The paper correlated the findings from the review with reports 
from research and industry to highlight the challenges faced by organisations 
during security incident response.  
 
The review of ENISA reports on actionable information for security incident 
response (Dandurand et al., 2015) and practice guide of using taxonomies in 
incident prevention and detection (ENISA, 2017) has positioned ST-SIEM as 
the candidate artefact to bridge the identified gap in cybersecurity incident 
response practice. The volume of security information received by incident 
response has been overwhelming creating resource fatigue and lack of focus 
and efficiency. ST-SIEM tackles this problem by improving the context of 
actionable security information so they can be prioritised better to facilitate 
security incidents detection and prevention. The paper recommended a num-
ber of socio-technical taxonomies with impact factor built into the ST-SIEM. 
These taxonomies are used to help information recipients to escalate and re-
spond to actionable information taking into account how relevant is the threat 
to their business background and assets. The paper presented an operational 
framework showing the different roles and responsibilities required to operate 
the platform. 
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ST-SIEM enriches the context of actionable security information based on the 
security culture and business background of the constituent organisation. The 
socio-technical correlation engine adapts the risk factor of a security event 
taking into account the risk escalation maturity level within the recipient or-
ganisation. The organisation security spending mental model (SSMM) is also 
used to enrich the actionable information. The assigned socio-technical tax-
onomies also facilitate grouping and reporting the escalated security incidents.  
 
After the paper was published, ST-SIEM was evaluated using the Delphi 
method. A panel of experts in security incident response were interviewed 
fact-to-face to answer questions about the feasibility and coverage of the tool. 
The Delphi method used for validation is presented in Appendix 1.  
 
 
Publication details: 
Al Sabbagh, B., & Kowalski, S. (2017). Socio-Technical SIEM (ST-SIEM): 
Towards Bridging the Gap in Security Incident Response. International Jour-
nal of Systems and Society (IJSS), 4(2), 8-21 
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5 Concluding Remarks and Future Research 

This chapter provides concluding remarks about this thesis research contribu-
tion, limitations and directions for a recommended future research. Figure 34 
presents the structure and order of topics covered in this chapter.  

 
Figure 34. Concluding remarks and future research chapter structure 

5.1 Concluding Remarks 
The objective of this research was to optimise cybersecurity incident response 
practice using a socio-technical approach. The research process is pragmatic 
in nature and combines multiple disciplines from theory and practice to find 
answers to the proposed research questions, aimed at meeting the research 
goal to optimise cybersecurity incident response using a socio-technical ap-
proach. Using a DSR approach, five research processes were conducted to 
develop abstract-to-concrete artefacts utilised to improve the knowledge body 
of the domain and improve the practice. Each research process started by ex-
plicating the research problem, defining the artefact requirements, developing 
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the artefact, demonstrating the artefact, evaluating the artefact, and communi-
cating the knowledge produced during the process. The research process was 
concluded by realising a socio-technical security information and event man-
agement system that operationalised the knowledge produced throughout this 
overall research process.    

5.2 Thesis Research Contribution  
The merits and benefits of conducting scientific research can be numerous for 
the researcher, for the community, for the practice, and also for the ever-de-
veloping science. This thesis research has contributed nine publications to the 
information systems security domain knowledgebase. Moreover, it again il-
lustrates the vital role of systems thinking in solving practical problems to 
date. Figure 35 depicts the contribution of this thesis research to the practice 
of cybersecurity incident response. The contributions are mapped to the dif-
ferent phases of cybersecurity incident response process phases based on the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology Computer Security Handling 
Guidelines NIST 800-61 R2.  

  
Figure 35. Research thesis contribution to cybersecurity incident response 
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5.3 Thesis Research Limitations 
Research projects carried out by individuals are generally bounded by time 
limitations. The choice of case study as the main research strategy for the five 
research processes provided an in-depth understanding of the socio-technical 
phenomena of cybersecurity incident response within the studied contexts. 
This arrangement enabled the author to document the socio-technical charac-
teristics of cybersecurity incident response processes based on interactions 
with the process stakeholders at different organisational levels. There are 
some with the opinion that because case studies focus on limited number of 
instances, they hardly generalise theory from the investigated instances. How-
ever, the choice of case studies within this thesis is influenced by the need to 
find answers to the research questions—to investigate and understand the phe-
nomena within its original settings. Moreover, two of the conducted case stud-
ies had another strategy embedded—survey and action research. All case stud-
ies relied on using multiple data collection methods.  
 
The contribution of the socio-technical SIEM artefact has been evaluated by 
interviewing a number of subject experts using Delphi method to obtain their 
opinion about the coverage and relevance of the artefact. A more rigourous 
approach to evaluation of the artefact would evaluate the efficacy of incident 
response processes within more than one organisation. However, such endeav-
our requires spending several months before making reliable conclusions. 
This endeavour perhaps can create an opportunity for a future research direc-
tion discussed in the next section: a dedicated DSR project that focuses on 
evaluating the effect of the ST-SIEM on cybersecurity incident response prac-
tice. 

5.4 Future Research Directions  
There are two recommended directions for future research work. The first di-
rection is concerned with designing a more rigorous evaluation plan for the 
ST-SIEM artefact. Record the impact of the ST-SIEM tool on the efficacy of 
cybersecurity incident handling and escalation is recommended. The expected 
timeframe of such evaluation plan is approximately six months to one year.  
 
Another research direction is concerned with deploying the knowledge pro-
vided from this thesis –– ST-SIEM and HI2Ping artefacts––in Cyber range 
settings to raise awareness on the socio-technical approach to cybersecurity 
incident response. Cyber range is a virtual environment used to simulate real-
life cybersecurity attacks and response scenarios. This experience is used to 
develop the skills of cybersecurity practitioners. The cybersecurity range can 
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be customized to emulate an organization infrastructure and its security risks 
and priorities. This would deliver contextual experience about essential prac-
tices to manage cybersecurity threats. Figure 36 depicts the recommended 
DSR process to conduct this research. 
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Figure 36. Design science research process for future research 
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Appendix 1: Interviews Questions 

This appendix includes the questionnaires developed and used to collect re-
search data during case study 1, case study 2 and case study 5. The question-
naires developed and used for case study 3 and case study 4 are included 
within their respective published research papers. 
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Case Study 1 Questions 

    

 
 

 

Question 1:	
 
 
Please			take			a			look			at			the			following			four			figures			representing			different	
perceptions	of	nature	with	their	description.	Which	one	of	those	four	types	does	
match	with	your	perception	of	nature?	

 
 

Nature	can’t	be	predicted	how	it	will	react.	Any	possible	
action	will	have	unpredicted	consequences	with	
unknown	limits.	It	is	like	the	ball	in	the	picture	where	it	
could	go	to	any	direction	when	affected	by	an	action.	

 
 
 
 

Figure	1	
 
 
 
 

Nature	is	so	sensitive	and	should	be	managed	very	
carefully.	Any	possible	action	could	have	serious	and	
non-controlled	implications.	

 
 
 
 
 

Figure	2	
 
 
 

Nature	is	tolerant	and	maintains	balance	of	itself.	
Although	actions	will	have	implications	but	the	nature	
will	stabilize	afterward	and	keep	the	balance.	So	it	will	
keep	being	manageable.	

 
 
 

Figure	3	
 
 
 
 

Nature	is	tolerant	but	within	particular	extends.	It	will	
keep	balance	of	itself	within	specific	limits,	but	it	will	end	
up	unmanageable	if	those	actions	and	their	
consequences	exceed	the	threshold.	

 
 
 

Figure	4	
 

 
Reason/Comments:	

 
Your	perception	of	nature	agree	with	that	type	in	figure?
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Question 2: 

 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A friend of yours requested an advise on the best way to manage the risk that his 

home could be stolen. He provided you with the five options below and he need 

you to rank them from 1 to 5 in terms of their importance to address his 

problem. 

   

Install warning signs around the house telling that the house is being 

monitored against malicious activities thus intruders will be 

discouraged to even think of making stealing attempt. 

 

   

Install high fences around the house that would prevent thieves from 

reaching the home 

 

 

   

Install motion sensors and cameras that detect any activity and 

immediately notify you by SMS about the abnormal situation  

 

   

 

Keep an up‐to‐date procedures that need to be followed including 

contacts list i.e. police that need to report the incident to when your 

home is stolen, thus the police will catch the thief at soonest 

 

   

Insure your house against thefts, so the insurance company will 

compensate all losses 
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Question 3: 

 

 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your security advisor has provided you with the following options to manage the 

risk that your home could be stolen. Please rank these options from 1 to 5 in 

terms of your current practical situation and financial capacity to address 

the problem.    

 

 

 

 

Install warning signs around the house telling that the house is being 

monitored against malicious activities thus intruders will be 

discouraged to even think of making stealing attempt. 

 

   

Install high fences around the house that would prevent thieves from 

reaching the home 

 

   

Install motion sensors and cameras that detect any activity and 

immediately notify you by SMS about the abnormal situation  

 

   

Keep an up‐to‐date procedures that need to be followed including 

contacts list i.e. police that need to report the incident to when your 

home is stolen, thus the police will catch the thief at soonest 

 

   

Insure your house against thefts, so the insurance company will 

compensate all losses 
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Question 4: 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How you would rank the same options for managing the risk that a home could 

be stolen but in terms of your experience (What you have seen others 

doing) to mitigate this problem 

   

Install warning signs around the house telling that the house is being 

monitored against malicious activities thus intruders will be 

discouraged to even think of making stealing attempt. 

 

   

Install high fences around the house that would prevent thieves from 

reaching the home 

 

 

   

Install motion sensors and cameras that detect any activity and 

immediately notify you by SMS about the abnormal situation  

 

   

 

Keep an up‐to‐date procedures that need to be followed including 

contacts list i.e. police that need to report the incident to when your 

home is stolen, thus the police will catch the thief at soonest 

 

   

Insure your house against thefts, so the insurance company will 

compensate all losses 
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Question 5: 

 

Sami is working as Chief Information Security Officer in a company and one of 

the business owners has contacted him for an advise on the best practices they 

have to implement to secure their critical server against illegitimate access and 

abuse. Sami has the following five options in mind that he believe they will be 

useful for such case.  Please rank these options from 1 to 5 in terms of their 

importance. 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

   

Implement Warning messages upon accessing the system 

mentioning that all access attempts to the system are being 

monitored and tracked and under legal liabilities thus attackers 

will be discouraged from committing any illegitimate access 

 

 

 

 

Install firewall that will allow access to the server from very limited 

sources 

 

   

Install Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to detect and report any 

access attempt allowing you to discover what is happening and 

from where the access is being established 

 

   

Concentrate on preparing a list of activities on what need to be 

done in case successful illegitimate access has been discovered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep hot standby mirrored server to make sure the service is not 

interrupted in case the first server has been under Denial Of 

Service (DOS) attack 
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Question 6: 

 

If you work as a Chief Information Security Officer in your current company 

and one of the business owners has contacted you for an advise on the best 

practices they have to implement to secure their critical server against 

illegitimate access and abuse. You have the below five options in mind but 

company situation might not allow implementing either of them. Please rank 

these options from 1 to 5 in terms of the current practical situation of the 

company. 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

   

Implement Warning messages upon accessing the system 

mentioning that all access attempts to the system are being 

monitored and tracked and under legal liabilities thus attackers 

will be discouraged from committing any illegitimate access 

 

 

 

 

Install firewall that will allow access to the server from very limited 

sources 

 

   

Install IDS to detect and report any access attempt allowing you to 

know what is happening and from where the access is being 

established 

 

   

Concentrate on preparing a list of activities on what need to be 

done in case successful illegitimate access has been discovered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep hot standby mirrored server to make sure the service is not 

interrupted in case the first server has been under DOS attack 
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Question 7: 

 

Please rank the same below options to secure that critical server against 

illegitimate access and abuse, but in terms of what you have experienced 

others doing to mitigate this problem.  

 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

   

Implement Warning messages upon accessing the system 

mentioning that all access attempts to the system are being 

monitored and tracked and under legal liabilities thus attackers 

will be discouraged from committing any illegitimate access 

 

 

 

 

Install firewall that will allow access to the server from very limited 

sources 

 

   

Install IDS to detect and report any access attempt allowing you to 

know what is happening and from where the access is being 

established 

 

   

Concentrate on preparing a list of activities on what need to be 

done in case successful illegitimate access has been discovered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep hot standby mirrored server to make sure the service is not 

interrupted in case the first server has been under DOS attack 
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Question 8: 

 

Ola is working as national intelligence security officer, who is in charge of 

maintaining the data confidentiality within her work unit. Her main concern 

that any of her staff could leak sensitive information to external party. To 

achieve this goal, Ola has come up with the five below options. Please rank 

these options from 1 to 5 in terms of their importance. 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

 

Put strict policies against communicating sensitive information 

outside the unit 

 

 

Monitor staff communications to detect if they have leaked 

sensitive information outside the unit 

   

Restrict using phones and Internet so the staff will not be able to 

make external connections that enable them to leak sensitive 

information 

 

   

Terminate staff members who are caught communicating sensitive 

information outside the unit. 

 

   

Regularly change the used passcodes and ciphers so any 

communicated confidential information will render useless 
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Question 9: 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

 

Put strict policies against communicating sensitive information 

outside the unit 

 

 

Monitor staff communications to detect if they have leaked 

sensitive information outside the unit 

   

Restrict using phones and Internet so the staff will not be able to 

make external connections that enable them to leak sensitive 

information 

 

   

Terminate staff members who are caught communicating sensitive 

information outside the unit. 

 

   

Regularly change the used passcodes and ciphers so any 

communicated confidential information will render useless 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are the national intelligence security officer who is in charge of 

maintaining the data confidentiality within your work unit, and to achieve 

this goal you have the same 5 below options. Please rank these options 

from 1 to 5 in terms of their practicality according to the condition of 

the place you are living in. 
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Question 10: 

 

Please rank the same below options to maintain the data confidentiality within 

your work unit but in terms of what you have experienced others doing to 

mitigate this problem.  

 

 

5= Highest Priority  1= Lowest Priority 

 

 

 

 

Put strict policies against communicating sensitive information 

outside the unit 

 

 

Monitor staff communications to detect if they have leaked sensitive 

information outside the unit 

   

Restrict using phones and Internet so the staff will not be able to 

make external connections enabling them to leak sensitive 

information 

 

   

Terminate staff members who are caught communicating sensitive 

information outside the unit. 

 

   

Regularly change the used passcodes and ciphers so any 

communicated confidential information will render useless 
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Case Study 2 Questions 
 
Question1: 
Please indicate what would be the ideal security value chain in your organisa-
tion 

 Deter Protect Detect Correct Recover 
Budget 
Dsribution (%) 

     

 
Question2: 
Based on your experience, please give an approximate figure representing the 
current security value chain of your organisation. 

 Deter Protect Detect Correct Recover 
Budget 
Dsribution (%) 

     

 
Question3: 
Based on your organization practice, please indicate to the best of your 
knowledge, the current business IT alignment maturity level.  
 
Criterion 1: Communication 
To what extent does IT understand the organisation business environ-
ment (e.g., its customers, competitors, processes, partners/alliances): 
 

• Senior and mid-level IT managers do not understand the busi-
ness. 

• Senior and mid-level IT managers have a limited understand-

ing of the business. 

• Senior and mid-level IT managers have a good understanding 
of the business.  

• Understanding of the business by all IT members is encour-

aged and promoted by senior managers. 

• Understanding of the business is required (e.g., tied to perfor-
mance appraisals) throughout the IT function. 

• N/A or don’t know 
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To what extent do the business organisations understand the IT envi-
ronment (e.g., its current and potential capabilities, systems, services, 
processes): 

• Senior and mid-level business managers do not understand IT. 

• Senior and mid-level business managers have a limited under-

standing of IT. 

• Senior and mid-level business managers have a good under-
standing of IT. 

• Understanding of IT by all employees is encouraged and pro-
moted by senior management. 

• Understanding of IT is required (e.g., tied to performance ap-
praisals) throughout the business.  

• N/A or don’t know 
 
Criterion 2: Value Measurement 
The following statements pertain to the metrics and processes used to 
measure IT’s contribution to the business 

• The metrics and processes we have in place to measure IT are 

primarily technical (e.g., system availability, response time). 

• We are equally concerned with technical and cost efficiency 
measures. We have limited or no formal feedback processes in 
place to review and take action based on the results of our 

measures. 

• We formally assess technical and cost efficiency using tradi-
tional financial measures, such as return on investment (ROI) 
and activity-based costing (ABC). We are starting to put for-
mal feedback processes in place to review and take action 
based on the results of our measures.  

• We formally assess technical, cost efficiency, and cost effec-
tiveness using traditional financial measures (e.g., ROI, ABC). 
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We have formal feedback processes in place to review and take 
action based on the results of our measures. 

• We use a multi-dimensional approach with appropriate weights 
given to technical, financial, operational, and human-related 
measures. We have formal feedback processes in place to re-

view and take action based on the results of our measures. 
These measures are extended to our external partners (e.g., 
vendors, outsourcers, customers). 

• N/A or don’t know 
 

The following statements pertain to the use of business metrics to meas-
ure contribution to the business 

• We do not measure the value of our business investments, or 
do so on an ad-hoc basis. 

• We are concerned with cost efficiency measures at the func-

tional organisation level only. We have limited or no formal 
feedback processes in place to review and take action based on 
the results of our measures. 

• We formally use traditional financial measures, such as return 
on investment (ROI) and activity-based costing (ABC), across 

functional organisations. We are starting to have formal feed- 
back processes in place to review and take action based on the 
results of our measures. 

• We formally measure value based on the contribution to our 
customers. We have formal feedback processes in place to re-

view and take action based on the results of our measures and 
to assess contributions across functional organisations. 

• We use a multi-dimensional approach with appropriate weights 
given to technical, financial, operational, and human-related 
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measures. We have formal feedback processes in place to re-
view and take action based on the results of our measures. 
These measures are extended to our external partners (e.g., 
vendors, outsourcers, customers). 

• N/A or don’t know 

 
Criterion 3: Governance 
The following statements pertain to strategic business planning with IT 
participation 

• We do no formal strategic business planning or, if it is done, it 

is done on an as-needed basis.  

• We do formal strategic business planning at the functional unit 
level with slight IT participation.  

• We do formal strategic business planning at the functional unit 

levels with some IT participation.  

• There is some inter-organisational planning. 

• We do formal strategic business planning at the functional unit 
and across the enterprise with IT participation. 

• We do formal strategic business planning at the functional unit, 
across the enterprise, and with our business partners/alliances 
with IT participation. 

• N/A or don’t know 

 
The following statements pertain to strategic IT planning with business 
participation 

• We do no formal strategic IT planning or, if it is done, it is 
done on an as-needed basis. 

• We do formal strategic IT planning at the functional unit level 

with slight business participation.  
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• We do formal strategic IT planning at the functional unit levels 
with some business participation. 

• There is some inter-organisational planning. 

• We do formal strategic IT planning at the functional unit and 
across the enterprise with the business. 

• We do formal strategic business planning at the functional unit, 
across the enterprise, and with our business partners/alliances. 

• N/A or don’t know 
 
Criterion 4: Partnership 
IT is perceived by the business as 

• A cost of doing business 

• Emerging as an asset 

• A fundamental enabler of future business activity 

• A fundamental driver of future business activity 

• A partner with the business that co-adapts/improvises in bring-
ing value to the firm  

• N/A or don’t know 

 
The following statements pertain to the role of IT in strategic business 
planning 

• IT does not have a role. 

• IT is used to enable business processes. 

• IT is used to drive business processes. 

• IT is used to enable or drive business strategy. 

• IT co-adapts with the business to enable/drive strategic objec-
tives.  

• N/A or don’t know 
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Criterion 5: Scope and Architecture 
The following statements pertain to the scope of your IT systems. Our 
primary systems are 

• Traditional office support (e.g., e-mail, accounting, word pro-
cessing, legacy systems)  

• Transaction-oriented (e.g., back office support) 

• Business process enablers (IT supports business process 
change) 

• Business process drivers (IT is a catalyst for business process 
change) 

• Business strategy enablers/drivers (IT is a catalyst for changes 
in the business strategy)  

• N/A or don’t know 
 
The following statements pertain to the articulation of and compliance 
with IT standards. Our IT standards are: 

• Non-existent or not enforced 

• Defined and enforced at the functional unit level but not across 
different functional units  

• Defined and enforced at the functional unit level with emerg-

ing coordination across functional units 

• Defined and enforced across functional units 

• Defined and enforced across functional units, and with joint 
coordination among our strategic business partners/alliances 

• N/A or don’t know 
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Criterion 6: Skills and Competence 
The following statements pertain to the extent the organisation fosters 
an innovative entrepreneurial environment. Entrepreneurship is: 

• Discouraged 

• Moderately encouraged at the functional unit level 

• Strongly encouraged at the functional unit level 

• Strongly encouraged at the functional unit and corporate levels 

• Strongly encouraged at the functional unit, corporate level, and 
with business partners/alliances 

• N/A or don’t know  
 

The following statements pertain to the cultural locus of power in mak-
ing IT-based decisions. Our important IT decisions are made by: 

• Top business management or IT management at the corporate 
level only 

• Top business or IT management at corporate level with emerg-

ing functional unit level influence 

• Top business management at corporate and functional unit lev-
els, with emerging shared influence from IT management 

• Top management (business and IT) across the organisation and 

emerging influence from our business partners/alliances. 

• Top management across the organisation with equal influence 
from our business partners/ alliances. 

• N/A or don’t know 
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Case Study 5 ST-SIEM Validation Delphi Method 
Questions 

 
 
Socio-Technical Security and Information Event Management System 
(ST-SIEM) 
 

Questionnaire for Artefact Evaluation 
 
This structured questionnaire attempts to validate the ST-SIEM artefact by 
interviewing number of matter experts using the Delphi method to get their 
opinions about the coverage and relevancy. More details on the method can 
be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_method 
 
Background information and research problem description 
Actionable security information is vital for the success of security incident 
response process taken at organizations. The current known limitation in se-
curity actionable information comes mainly from the lack of context needed 
to improve their quality and relevance to their recipients i.e. constituent or-
ganizations. Immediate outcomes of this limitation are resource fatigue and 
lack of efficiency in managing and responding to security alerts.   
ST-SIEM tackles this limitation by taking into account the socio-technical as-
pect of information systems security. This concept is achieved by correlating 
the technical metrics of security warnings (which are generic in nature, and 
the sources of which are sometimes unknown) with predefined social security 
metrics (used for modeling the security culture of constituent organizations). 
ST-SIEM, accordingly, adapts the risk factor of the triggered security warning 
based on each constituent organization security culture. Moreover, the artifact 
features several socio-technical taxonomies with an impact factor to support 
organizations in classifying, reporting, and escalating actionable security in-
formation. The overall project uses design science research as a framework to 
develop the artefact. 
 
ST-SIEM currently designed to use the following technical security metrics:  
 
Asset value: how critical the asset is to the business process (from 0 to 5) 
Priority: how important is the event (from 0 to 5) 
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Reliability: how likely the security event indicates a security breach (from 0 
to 10) 
 
Social taxonomies and impact factor 
The purpose of social taxonomies and impact factor is to categorize the poten-
tial implications of the security incidents using non-technical language easily 
understood by upper organizational tiers. Impact factor helps warning recipi-
ents to determine the degree of this impact: 0 nonexistent; 1 medium; 2 Hight. 
 

Table 9. Social taxonomies 

Social Taxonomies 
Reputation Damage 
National Threat 
Privacy Exposure 
Compliance Violation 
Legal Breach 
Financial Loss 
Proprietary Information Loss 

 
Escalation recommendations  
Criteria for internal and external escalation decision 
 
ST-SIEM currently designed to use the following social security metrics:  
 
Escalation Maturity Model (EMM) is a framework concerned with deter-
mining the risk escalation capabilities within organizations to handle security 
incidents. Based on the organization risk escalation maturity level, the meas-
ured maturity can range from value 0 (non-existent) to value 5 (optimized). 
0. Non-existent when processes are not applied at all. 
1. Initial when processes are performed ad hoc and disorganized. 
2. Repeatable when processes follow a regular pattern. 
3. Defined when processes are documented and communicated 
4. Managed when processes are monitored and measured. 
5. Optimized good practices are followed and automated. 
 
Security Spending Mental Model (SMM) assesses the organizational appe-
tite for security spending by measuring how a given security budget is distrib-
uted among the primary five security access control categories: deter, protect, 
detect, correct, and recover.  
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Risk calculation equations 
 

 
Equation 1. Risk calculation criterion in technical correlation 

 
Equation 2. Risk calculation criterion in socio-technical correlation 

 

 

 
Figure 37. Socio-Technical SIEM architecture 
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Figure 38. Interaction between ST-SIEM defined roles  
 
Questions:  

1. As a concept, how do you see the potential of ST-SIEM for improv-
ing the quality and context of actionable security information? 
  

2. What do you see of particular importance in this artefact?  
 

3. What other improvements and values ST-SIEM can provide for se-
curity incident response practice?  
 

4. Please rank the contribution of ST-SIEM on a scale from 1 (lowest) 
to 5 (Highest) 

a. Feasibility  
b. Complexity 

 
5. Please study the following security alert produced from ST-SIEM 

artefact. In case you are the security analyst, how this richer version 
could improve your understanding of the security alert and its im-
pact compared to traditional technical alert? What additional actions 
or measures you could take?  
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Table. 10 Socio-Technical SIEM alert with improved context 

Security Warning: CryptoWall Ransomware activity was detected on 
one of the organization’s servers.   
The following three security events were correlated: CryptoWall Check-
in activity; .onion Proxy domain in SNI; .onion Proxy DNS lookup.  

Priority: 5 of 5 Reliability: 8 of 10 EMM: 3 

Targeted asset value: 4 of 5 (Asset, in this case, is the infected server) 

Risk factor (technical-only correlation): 5 x 8 x 4 /25 = 6.4 of 10 

Risk factor (socio-technical correlation): 6.4 x 25 / (3+25) = 5.7 of 10 
(the risk level was slightly reduced as the risk escalation maturity level of 
the warning recipient organization is properly defined)  
Taxonomy classification: Malware; CryptoWall; Impact: National 
Threat; impact level: 2 
Recommendation for Escalation: Yes / No;        Internal/External;   

Comment: Backup is a crucial control to recover from Ransomware 

  
6. What do you think of the socio-technical risk calculation equation, 

where the risk factor of the security alert is inversely proportional to 
the risk escalation maturity level? 
 

7. What do you think of the following socio-technical taxonomies and 
their impact to improve the context of actionable security infor-
mation: 

a. Reputation Damage 
b. National Threat 
c. Privacy Exposure 
d. Compliance Violation 
e. Legal Breach 
f. Financial Loss 
g. Proprietary Information Loss  

 
8. Can ST-SIEM artefact be easily deployed at organizations?  

 
9. What challenges might come from deploying ST-SIEM?  
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10. Please place the artefact in one of the four quarters in the below fig-
ure: 

a. Coverage: how likely the artefact fills existing gaps and 
challenges in security incident response 

b. Feasibility: of deploying ST-SIEM in production environ-
ments  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11. What other socio-technical metrics can be considered by ST-SIEM 

to improve the context of actionable security information?  
 

12. Are all key processes having impact on events correlation are repre-
sented in the model in figure 37? If not, what is missing?  
 

13. What do you think of the model in figure 38 showing the interacting 
actors and their roles in operating the artefact? Are there any further 
suggested roles or actors?   
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Appendix 2: ST-SIEM Database Entity 
Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 39. ST-SIEM entity relationship diagram 
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